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Chapter!
INTRODUCTION
This research was proposed to develop an innovative environmental management system
(EMS) framework, which not only integrates the paradigms of pollution prevention (P2)
and risk-informed decision-making (RJDM) but also overcomes the limitations of
existing EMS frameworks. Quantitative tools are developed to effectively implemem this
EMS. They include models for prioritization of environmental issues, environmental
decision-making and environmental performance evaluation related to offshore oil and
gas (OOG) operations. This dissertation focuses on this new EMS framework and these
developed models.
1.1 RESEARCH BACKGROUND
EnergyplaysapivotaJroleinourdailylives.ltisbecomingincreasingdifticulttomeet
the demand for energy worldwide. In order to find additional supplies, oil and gas
producers have been looking at more remote and difficult locations, such as offshore
areas that contain large deposits of petroleum and natural gas. Both oil and gas account
for 58% of the global commercial energy supply while 45% of this resource is produced
offshore (Salter & Ford, 2000). World offshore oil productionreachedl.26billiontonsin
2003, or about 34.1 % of the world's total oil production. Meanwhile, world offshore gas
production reached 685.6 billion cubic meters in 2003, or about 25.8% of total world gas
production(Koottungal,2004),Bytheendof2007,thesefiguresincreased to 385% and
29,6%, respeclively (Eni, 2009a, b)
OOG development offers several benefits, including local employment through
construction and servicing of the development sector, use of the product by local industry,
alternative energy sources, and increased revenue to the region (Curran el aI., 2006),
These benefits, however, may come at a cost to the natural environment. The rapid
expansion of oil and gas production in offshore areas has stimulatedincreasedattention
to environmental issues associated with OOG operations, The life cycle of OOG
operations (Figure 1,1) consists of four major stages: geological and geophysical survey,
exploration, development and production, and decommissioning.
Figure 1.1 Life cycleofOOG operations
The geological and geophysical survey aims to identify major sedimentary basins and
their geological structures. A seismic survey is the most common method used for this
purpose. Using reflective properties of sound waves to various rock strata, the seismic
survey provides information based on which geological structures can bedelermined.For
example, a vessel tows an array of air-guns to release high pressure air every several
seconds, which produces sound waves. These waves are focused on the seafloor,
refiected by sub-sea features, and received by hydrophones
Once a potential geological formation has been found,exploration activities are followed
to confirm the hydrocarbon presence. Exploration wells are drilled for this purpose. If
formation contains commercially viable quantities of hydrocarbon, well lests are
conducted to help achieve the initial fiow rate and reservoir pressure. If not, the field is
decommissioned to a safe and stable condition. When successfuldrillingisfinished,more
wells are drilled for the appraisal of the size and extent of the field. Having established
the size of the oil field,production wells are drilled. The number of wells required to be
drilled for production is determined by the size of the oil field and its geological
properties. In drilling activities, the major functions ofa drilling rig are performed
through hosting, circulating, and rotating systems. The drill pipe,withadrill bit mounted
at its end,rotates to cut into rocks. Drillingfiuidsarecirculatedfromtanksintothedrill
pipe and collar and lhento the drill bil
When crude oil and gas reach the surface, they are then directed to thecentralproduction
facility for separation and other processes. Key operations inOOG production include:
produced hydrocarbon separation, gas processing, oil and gas expon, produced water
treatment and injection, and seawater lifting for cooling duty and injection
Decommissioning of OOG installations includes the removal of platform facilities and
equipment when the hydrocarbon field becomes depleted. Any necessary environmental
remediation should also be conducted at this stage, such as preventing fiuids from leaking
and clearing the seafioorofany material and equipmenl.
Table I. t provides a summary of the environmental impacts that may be caused by OOG
operations. Table 1.2 summarizes the types of wastes generated in OOG operations. The
most intense and diverse environmental impacts are faced during the development and
production stage. Generally, the environmental impacts of OOG operations can be
divided into two broad categories - (I) chronic impacts caused by regular waste
discharge or atmospheric emissions, and (2) acute impacts caused by large-scale
accidental blowouts or spills
Table I.! Environmental impacts and lheirsources (Patin, 1999)
Geological and
geophysical survey
Noise caused by low-level flights, short-
term impacts on human and marine
livings
Seismic equipment Acousticsource,short-termdislurbance
to marine organism and fish population
:;:~~:.~~:~,:~quatic emissions from
Site selection and
exploralorydrilling
Core and shallow
drilling,deep
drilling
Increase in lurbidity,disturbanceon
~~~~~discharge of drilling mud and
Long-Ierm impactsonbenlhic and pelagic
habitats,biodiversity
Table 1.2 Wastes generated in OOG operalions (Khan, 2006)
• Well treatment
fluids
~~~~~~~rv;c~~~~~~s • ~~ti~~~~rv;c~~~~~~s
Cooling water
Desalination brine
• :~~;:ror testing fire • :~~;:ror testing fire
~~:gedisPlacement
completion fluids
Deck drainage
Produced sand
• Other industrial
wastes: cardboard,
emptycontamers,
scrapmetal,wood
pallets,used
chemicals and paint,
sandblasting grit and
~~~t;andCOOling
The following are descriptions of major waste streams in OOG operations:
(I) Produced water is water separated from oil or gas during DOG production. Il
may include fonnationwater, injection water and solutionsofchemicalsusedto
separate oii-water mixtures. Produced waterasa waste stream cannot be avoided
during OOG production because it naturally occurs in sub-sea fonnations and
comes together with extracted oil and gas. The volume of produced water may
vary from site to site with the age of the site. Usually,thequantityofproduced
water grows while a reservoir is becoming depleted. Produced water is the most
significant waste stream generated in OOG operations in both the volume and
quantity of pollutants. The volume and toxicity of produced water is a function of
many factors, e.g., fonnation age and completion/treatment chemicals. Much of
the produced water is quite similar to seawater
(2) Drilling wastes are one of the most substantial discharges during DOG
operations. These wastes are composed of drilling fluids and cuttings. Drilling
wastes may cause a number of physical changes to the local marine environment
near drilling rigs. The discharge ofwasles will allerthelocal habitat by burying
the original sea floor,smotheringthe local benthiccommunity,andprovidinga
newsubstrateforcolonization(Neff,1987).Biologicalimpactsofdrilling wastes
aredeterminedbytheirtoxicityanddispcrsalpropcrties;inaddition,these
impactsaregenerallythoughttobelimitedtowithinseveralkilometersofdrilling
rigs (Daviesel al., 1984). However, other researchers have suggested impacts of
up to IOkm(Kenehington, 1997) and in broad areas around drilling rigs (Olsgard
& Gray 1995).
(3) Flaring emission is emission from the combustion of waste gases in an open
Oame.ltoccursduringwelltesting,wastegasdisposalandemergencies. Flaring
isa necessary practice in aOG operations because itean prevent damage and
convert tQxic gas to less hazardollS emissions. Gas flaring may take placeduring
various operations of DOG production. During processing, waste emissions,
inciudinghydrogensulfiderichgases,areOared.Wastegasesproducedduring
well testing are also Oared. Generally, Oaring emission is usually found at wells,
dehydrators, compressors and gathering pipelines. The efficiency of Oaring
detennines the components of the emission. The flaring efficiency is a measure of
the effectiveness of how Oares convert all earbons into CO,. Ideally, high
efficiency flares only produce w3tcrand carbon dioxide, whereas 1ow efficiency
Oares may produce CO along with CO,. However, when waste fuel enters the
Oares, many other by-produets sueh as partieulate matter, PAH, YOCs, NO, may
also be present in the flaring emissions
(4) Yenting emissions in OOG operations refer to any fugitive emissions due to the
venting of unused associated gas. The primary concern of venting emissions is
methane (CI-4) and non-methane volatile organic hydrocarbons (NMYOC). CI-4.
being a Green House Gas (GHG) has an impact equal to 21 times of the effect of
co,.
(5) Oil & gas spills have a long history in the OOG industry; however, spill
frequency and volumes have been declining over the years because of
improvements in operations, technology, and regulations despite an increase in
hydrocarbon production and transportation in offshore areas (Anderson & LaBelle,
2000). Oil & gas spills usually occur due to equipment failure, operational
mistakes or even natural disasters in drilling, transportation and storage. Two
main spill scenarios of drilling operations are intense and prolonged hydrocarbon
gushing, which usually occurs in exploratory drilling and routine episodes of
hydrocarbon spills and blowouts. Spills during transportation are usually caused
by collisions, fires, explosions, and structural failures. Spills in storage occur in
both above and underwater tanks. The environmental impacts of oil & gas spills
can be generally categorized as acute and chronic impacts. Acute impactsusually
occur at the first stage of the spill and usually cause intoxication, death,physio-
biochemical disturbances or behavior responses in fish and marine mammals.
Marine organisms living at the sea surface, in inter-tidal zones, and in other
coastal habitats such as seabirds, juvenile salmon, and larvae are expected to be
affected most severely (GESAMP, 1993). The chronic impacts of spills usually
refer to the disturbance of reproduction of marine organisms, their population
changes or community structure changes. In general, the environmental impacts
are caused by various factors, such as the size of spill, location, timing, type of
species and life-stage sensitivity
(6) Deck drainage is the waste stream generated from natural precipitation, deck
washing, tank and facility cleaning. Deck drainage may contain various
contaminants, including detergents and dispersants used for washing, emulsified
oil and some other chemicals. The volume of deck drainage is proportionaltothe
size of the platfonn and its discharge rate is dependem on the lTequency of wash-
down operation and natural precipitation
(7) Storage displacement water is water from oil storage cells used for displacing
crude oil during transfer to other containers, and its amount is directly
proportional to the size of the storage tank. The discharge rate complies with the
production rate of crude oil. On average, the oil content in the storage
displacement water is 300 mglL (Environment Canada, 1990), which depends on
the solubility of crude oil and its emulsifying characteristics
The increasing awareness of environmental issues has driven the establishment of
stringent regulations. The current OOG environmental regulatory framework is a result of
both international laws and national or provincial legislations,butthenationallegislation
is the main component of the framework. Figure 1.2 gives a general structure of the
environmental regulatory framework
Figure 1.2 000 environmental regulatory framework
The MARPOL73178 Convention, United Nations Law of the Sea (UNLOS) 1982,
Convention of Prevention of Marine Pollulion by Dumping of Wastes and other Malter
(1972) are the three main international conventions associated with environmental
protection in the marine environment that deal with oil, noxious liquid substances,
hannful substances in packaged form, sewage and garbage from ships and dumping
activities. The provisions of these international treaties are verygeneral and do little for
operationa] obligations. Furthermore, all of these treaties regulate pollution from ships or
dumping and exclude jurisdiction over pollution discharges caused by offshore
exploration and production
Considering the difficulties in reaching stringent legislations at a global level and
properties of trans-boundary marine pollution, the most plausibleandacceptablesoilition
to regulating all operational pollution discharges from OOG operations is to address this
isslieataregionallevel(Sergei&Jay,1996).
UNEP Regional Seas Programme, 1992 Helsinki Convention in the Baltic Sea, 1992
OSPAR Convention in the Northeast Atlantic, Kuwait Regional Convention for
Cooperation in the Protection ofMarine Environment (1978) in the PersianJArabian Gulf,
and Barcelona Convention/or Protection against Pollution in the Mediterranean Sea
(1976) are five major regional agreements. In general, the regional agreements deal with
all operational pollution discharges from OOG operations in a more focused manner
because they are more easily implemented in comparison to international treaties
Regional agreements offer opportunities for custom-built regimes (a regime that is
administrated by nations in one region) and more stringent legislativestandards (Seigei&
Jay,1996).
"Soft laws" refer to the declaration, action plans and guidelines. The United
Environment Programme (UNEP), International Maritime Organization (IMO), Regional
Association of Oil and Natural Gas Companies in Latin America and the Caribbean
(ARPEL), International Association of Oil and Gas Producers (OGP fonmally known as E
& P Forum), and the World's Bank are major promulgators of environmental guidelines
forOOG operations. These environmental guidelines provide rnore specific information
about environmental management, pollution prevention and control technologies, and
environmental reporting in the OOG industry. Table 1.3 summarizes the major
environmental guidelines currently used intheOOG industry.
Table 1.3 Major guidelines associated with environmental issues in 000 operations
Environmental Management inOil and Gas
Exploration and Production (1997)
Guidelines for the transpol1 and handling of
limiledamountsofhazardolls and noxious liquid
substances in bulk on ofTshore supply vessels
Guidelines for the Development and Applic8tion
OGP(E&PForum) of Health, Safety and Environmental Managemenl
SYSlems(1994)
Environmental,Health,and Safety Guidelines for
OfTshore Oil and Gas Development (2007)
A Guideline for the Disposal and Treatment of
Produced Water (2005)
A Guideline for the Treatment and Disposal of
~2xt6~;ationandPrOductionDrillingwastes
Existing legislations at the national and provincial levels can bec3tegorized into two
modes: the statutory mode and comprehensive legislative mode. The statutory mode
means environmental aspects of aOG operations are regulated through multiple statutes
In the comprehensive legislative mode, framework legislation, particularly for OOG
environmental issues. is adopted. Table 1.4 summarizes major national regulations for
environmental issuesofOOG operations.
Provincial legislations are usually administrated by local agency. For example, in
Newfoundland offshore area, Canada-Newfoundland and Labrador Offshore Petroleum
Board is the 10caJ regulatory agency. Regulations at this level are more prescriptive.
Tablel.4 ational legislations regarding environmental issues in OOG operations
In order to achieve regulatory compliance and even beyond-compliance, OOG operators
require more effective and efficient environmental management. Moreover, the functions
of environmental management have been transited from responsibility for assuring
regulatory compliance to maximizing the reduction of environmental burdens. This
transition is initiated by the recognition of environmental issues as part of the cost of
operating a business. OOG operators are currently developing ways to enhance their
environmentalmanagementprocess(e.g.,Curranelal.,2006;Salemela1.,2009). It has
always been the focus of environmental managers and regulators in the OOG industry to
adopt a systematic approach (e.g., EMS) to reduce environmental burdens and improve
the environmental perfom,ance of OOG operations. EMS is a systematic approach to
environmental management, which requires a holistic view of the natural environment
and consists of numerous complex subsystems (Petak, 1981). The International
Organization for Standardization (ISO) defines EMS as the part of overall management
system which includes organizational structure, planning activities, responsibilities.
practices, procedures, processes and resources fordevc)oping,i mplementing,achieving,
reviewing and maintaining the organization's environmental policy. Regulators have an
interest in efficient regulatory mechanisms and there is an expectation that the EMS
could facilitate this (Ammenberg & Sundin, 2005). Therefore, OOG operators should aim
to develop EMSs which is properly designed and can be effectively implemented for
improvement of the environmental perfonnance. Although implementation ofan EMS is
still voluntary in the OOG industry, an increasing number ofOOG operators are actively
practicingittornanageenvironmentalissues,reducetheiroperationa) costs, and improve
their public image. This trend encourages researchers to examine common EMS
frameworks and propose new frameworks which could help improve environmental
management in 000 operations. This research aims to fill this gap
The main objectives of this research are:
(I) To explore a systematic approach for effective environmental management in
000 operations; and
(2) To design and construct quantitative tools for successful implementation of this
systematic approach
To accomplish the above objectives, the following tasks were pianned
(I) Developing a new EMS framework- Risk and Pollution I'revention focused
Environmental Management System (RP2EMS), which integrates paradigms of
pollution prevention (P2) and risk-informed decision-making;
(2) Developing the methodology forthepriorilization ofenvironmental issues;
(3) Developing the methodology for environmental decision-making; and
(4) Developing the methodology for environmental performanceevaluation.
The following are some topics related to 000 environmental issues which were not
(I)
(2)
(3) The methodology for emergency planning in an EMS.
ORGANIZATION OF THE THESIS
significant paradigms in current environmental management. Chapter 2
Chapter6developsarough-setbasedqualityfunctiondeployment
chapter.
Figure 1.30rganizalionoflhelhesis
Chapter 2
LITERATURE REVIEW
An Environmental Management System (EMS) can be considered as a structured
framework for managing significant environmental impacts in an organization. This
chapter reviews common EMS frameworks and identifies their limitations. Moreover,
paradigms of pollution prevention and risk infonned decision-making arealsointroduced
in this chapter.
2.\ COMMON ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
FRAMEWORKS
With Total Quality Management (TQM) being a forerunner of the EMS (Christie & Rolfe,
1995; Aboulnaga, 1998), almost all EMS follows a Plan-Do-Check-Act cycle (as shown
by Figure 2.1)
Figure 2.1 Plan-Do-Check-Aclcycle
Plan: senior management commitment, environmental impacts, policies and objectives
Since senior management have a vital role to play at any time of change within their
organization, it is important to secure the senior management commitment for an EMS
Furthennore, a stakeholder review should be conducted tocollecl infonnalion about the
expectations of an organization as well as thoughts on strategic issues regarding
environmental management.
Environmental impacts should be identified to provide a foundation to address exactly
what issues are going to be managed. The starting point is to establish the organization's
scope of an EMS and 10 focus management efTorton those aspecis that areclassifiedas
being significant. Then, relevant legislations need to be idenlified.
Environmental policy identifies the main environmental issues for the organization and
acts as a signpost for the actions that will be taken to manage and improve the
organization's environmental protection program. Sheldon & Yoxon (2006) summarized
five key areas to be addressed when designing an environmental policy: attitude,
accuracy, awareness, resource and action. The objectives of an EMS can be general in
nature and may change from year to year; however, they must indicate an overreaching
goal with respect to environmental impacts reduction.
Do: operations and documentation
Operations should then be conducted to avoid or reduce environmental impacts. Roles,
responsibilities, processes, resources and schedules should beprioritizedatthisstep.
Documentation, the bulk of most EMSs, should include environmental policy, regulations
to which operations are subject, action plans for operations, and records of monitoring
Check: management review and performance evaluation
The purpose of the management review is to achieve continuous improvement of an EMS
in meeting the organization's objectives. This review can be conducted through
interviews with employees to determine their awareness for the implementation of an
EMS. Performance of the EMS should also be evaluated. Not only should the overall
performance of an EMS, but also its individual parts, be audited. Performanceevaluation
can be conducted through both internal and external audits.
Act: operation adjustment, training and communication
When deviations from environmental policy and objectives are identified, corrective
actions should be conducted to adjust the current operation. Communicationandtraining
are conducted to improve the awareness of environmental issuesacross all levels of the
organization
Training, providing more specific instructions on personal operational and monitoring
activities,aimstoensurethateveryemployeeiswell-preparedfor his or herjob/tasks and
the related environmental impacts
The significant role of communication in an EMS is to inform all employees of the
environmental policy as well as their individual responsibility in implementing an EMS.
The most well-accepted EMS framework is based on ISO 14001 (ISO, 1996), which is
seen as an effective tool to implement an organization's environmental strategies
(Lawrenceetol., 2002) (Figure 2.2). This intemalional standard frarnework is based on
the above PDCA cycle. It starts from an organization's commitment to an environmental
policy. Then, the organization should establish an environmental management program to
develop, implement, review and maintain the environmental policy.
Continual improvement
Figure 2.2 ISO 14000 based EMS framework (ISO, 2004)
Two important documents for the ISO 14001 based EMS are ISO 14001 and ISO 14004.
ISO 14001 specifies requirements for an EMS to enable an organization to developand
implement a policy and objectives which take into account the legal requirements and
other requirements to which the organization subscribes, and information about
significant environmental aspects. ISO 14004 (General guidelines on principles, systems
and supporting techniques) is the document that should be read firsttolearnthegeneral
approach to an EMS and find many suggestions on how to design and implement such an
2.1.2 THE ECO-MANAGEME TAD AUDIT SCHEME (EMAS)
In Europe, most companies usually adopt the EMS framework defined by the Eco-
Management and Audit Scheme (EMAS). The EMAS framework is quite similar to the
ISO framework in components. The current legislation of EMAS is working to adopt the
ISO framework as its basis (Matthew, 2001). The general framework of the EMAS is
shown in Figure 2.3. Table 2.1 shows the differences between the EMAS and the ISO
~~
Figure 2.3 The EMAS framework (European Commission, 2008)
Table 2.1 Differences between the EMAS and the ISO 14001 based EMS
~ EMAS (EuropeanCommission,2~~~;4001 ba,edEMS
Legal status Under legal bases: Regulation of the
~~~~~e:::arliamenl and the Council under
The entity 10 be registered shall not exceed Does not go lowards entities or sites
the boundaries of the Member State, and it
:~~~~~::e:o:!~:e:~:Sc::~iit~::~nd sites Does not include commitment to continual
policy improvement of environmental improvement ofenvironmental
perfonnanceofanorganization performance, but performance of the
management system
Obligatorypreliminaryreview,whenisthe Initial review isrecommended,butnot
environmental ~~~ti:~~~~~~:lt~~a~~;anizationsets its required
Environmental
aspects
Continual
improvement
Conlractorsand
suppliers
Jdentificationandevaluationof
environmental aspects, establishment of
criteria for assessing the significance ofthe
environmental aspects
Obligatory to demonstrate it. Required full
~:g~~ compliance. There is a compliance·
Is wider and requires an evaluation of
environmentalperfonnanceofan
organization, based on a perfonnance.audit
Innuence over contractors and suppliers is
required
~~~:~~~:~~:~ment of employees and their
Requires onlya procedure th3t is able to
identifyenvironmentalaspecls
Only commitment to comply with
applicable legal requirements. There isa
non-complianceaudit
Not open dialogue with the public. Only is
:~~~~~:~a~f~~:~o: ::lt~~~:: interested
parts
Requirespcriodicalimprovemcnlwilhout
a defined frequency
Requiresenvironmcntalperformancein
the management, but not through a
perfonnance-audit
Relevant procedures are communicated to
contractors and suppliers
Includes: system-audit, a performance-audit Includes only a system audit against the
(evaluationofenvironmentalperfonnance), requiremenls of the standard
an environmental compliance audit
(delerminationoflegalcompliance)
Check for improvement of environmental Check environmental syslem perfonnance
perfonnance. Frequency required: 3 year No frequency required
~:ac:teo~~~ngwhichallareasareverifiedat
~:tl:~;~~nbyvalidationofenvironmental
2.1.3 THE COMPLIANCE FOCUSED EMS
Among studies conducted by the U.S. EPA to identify causes of observed non-
compliance of organizations' environmental issues, a significant number of cases show
that non-compliance arises from inadequately designed EMS frameworks. The ational
Enforcement Investigations Center (NEIC) of the U.S. EPA has developed the
Compliance Focused EMS (CFEMS) to supplement, but not to replace the ISO 14001
based EMS (Sisk, 2005). This CFEMS comprises the following twelve elements:
(I) Environmental policy;
(2) Organization, personnel andoversightofan EMS;
(3) Accountability and responsibility;
(4) Environmental requirements;
(5) Assessment,prevention,andcontrol;
(6) Environmental incidents and non-compliance investigations;
(7) Environmentai training, awareness, and competence;
(8) Environmental planning and organizational decision-making;
(9) Maintenance for records and documentation;
(10) Environmental protection program;
(II) Continuing program evaluation and improvement;
(12) Publicinvolvementlcommunityoutreach.
The framework of the CFEMS (Figure 2.4) is essentially the same as the ISO 14001
based EMS. However, additional requirements are included to ensure that compliance is
attained to the largest extent. First of all, compliance with laws,regulations, and pcnnits
becomes the primary goal of the CFEMS. Funhermore, a process is required to be
developed to implement and maintain ongoing internal compliance monitoring
Procedures to investigate and promptly correct non-compliance are required to be
established; moreover, internal and external reporting of non-compliance is also
standardized within an organization. Finally, a program for periodic audits of facility
compliance with environmental requirements by independent auditors is also required
Figure 2.4 The CFEMS framework
LIMITATIONS OF COMMON EMS FRAMEWORKS
(I) Not effective to convey and intcrprct sufficicnt iuformation for dccision-
making
A management system can be viewed as a tool to simplify the decision-making process
and improve its efficiency (Esquer-Peralta, 2007). Petak (1981)advocatedthatdecision
making is a critical factoraffecling managerial performance and system effectiveness.
Therefore, an EMS should be able to help in informed decision making, i.e., to identify
cost-effective and environmental friendly options.
However, common EMS frameworks are not very effective to convey sufficient and
useful information for decision-making. EMS frameworks only defineactivities that help
to prevent deviation from predeterminedobjeclives. EMS frameworksalso pul too much
emphasis on identifying and monitoring environmental impaClS, and pay little regard to
the organization and interprctationofrelated information fordecisionmaking.
(2) 0 specified environmental performance evaluation system to estimate
improvement
Performance measurement provides the critical information needed to evaluate an
organization's current operations and implement adjustments to make improvements
Nevertheless, common EMS frameworks promote either a prescriptive or confonnance
based approach instead ofa performance based approach, and, Iherefore,nospecified
perfonnance measurement and evaluation systems are found in common EMS
A prescriptive approach provides clear instructions to organizations and standardizes
organizational activities by documenting and controlling the processes. Although
prescriptivc approach may help in administrating processes, it doesnotdrivechangesfor
performance improvement. The common EMS frameworks also incorporate a
conformance based approach that assures the conformance of certain standards or
regulations. However, conformance based approach does not drive further performance
improvement when conformance is reached. This is the fundamental naw in these
(3) Burdenofexlensivedocumenlalion
Another major limitation of EMS frameworks is the burden of extensive documentation
These documentations define the activities or steps to be followed to fulfill the
requirements and personnel responsibility across the organization in an EMS. Proper
management of these documents is a challenge and involves a massive cost. The cost of
documentation may discourage small and medium-sized organizations from attaining
EMS certification (Carraro & Leveque, 1999)
2.3 ENVIRONMENTAL MANGEMENT PARADIGMS
2.3.1 POLLUTION PREVENTION (P2)
Pollution Prevention (P2) is defined as HThe use of processes, practices, materials or
energy that avoid or minimize the creation of pollutants and wastes wi thoutcreatingor
shifting new risks to communities, workers, consumers or the environment" (Wolnik &
Fisher, 2005). P2 is a preferred paradigm for environmental protection in many industries,
because it has numerous economic benefits (larker & Kerr, 2008). P2 emphasizes source
reduction measures for all wastes generated at production areas for protection of the
environment. P2 approaches are considered as the most preferred options in the
environmental protection hierarchy as shown in Figure 2.5. BecauseP2 isare-thinkingof
the SQurce of pollution for optimizing or redesigning the process to reduce or eliminate
the production of pollutants, no or less control or mitigation activitieswilibeneeded.P2
recognizes waste as inefficient in the system, and relies on the sourcereduction
On·sitereuselrecyclingwith
additionaJprocessing
Figurc2.5 Environmentalprotcctionhierarchy
Traditional pollution control options usually involve the use of complex treatment
technologies and large amounts of manpower, which increases compliance costs
through the following six common practices: (I) product or
P2 can serve as a vehicle to improve th,' effic:iency of envirorunen",1 ma'lagement
required for waste treatment, reductions in waste treatment
improvement in business efficiency and profitability, reduction
andimpiementationofP20pportunities
2.3.2 RISK INFORMED DECISION·MAKJNG (RlDM)
The Sustainable Development Agenda (1990) has motivated
environmental management decision-making tools, among which
development (Pollard et al., 2008). The U.S Nuclear Regulalc,ry C"mmi,;sion(NRC)
defines R1DM as an approach to decision-making in which insights from probabilistic
riskanalysesareconsideredwithotherengineeringinsights.R1DMis mostly applied in
areas such as establishing maintenance programs, optimizing inspection policies and
justifying plant modifications, and revising technical specifications (Christou &
Mattarelli, 2000; Simola & Pulkkinen, 2004). Figure 2.6 shows a general R1DM process
Figure 2.6 The RIDM process (NRC, 2004)
Risk informed decision approaches may be seen as utility or right-based decision
methods (Ersdal & Aven, 2008). Multi-attribute analysis and cost-benefit analysis are
examples of utility based methods. The right-based methods (e.g., constrained risk and
zero risk) use risk acceptance criteria, which implies an acceptable risk level. The
calculated risks are compared to this level. The risks are usually relatedtohumanhealth
and the ecological environment
RIDM has been employed in recent years for the management of environmental issues
suchastheredevelopmentofBrownfieldsites,restorationofchemicallyaffectedsoiland
groundwater, and decision-making related to wetlands and surface waters impacled by
pollutants (Arulanantham & Feldman, 2003). RIDM has been the subject of great interest
in environmental management because it is able to encode and incorporate the
uncertainties of environmental risks inherent along with other useful information
Moreover, RIDM allows environmental management to address the uncertainties
associated with the process and identify areas that maybeover/underdesigned.Therefore,
the RJDM paradigm has the potential to be used as a tool in properly managing
environmental risks and improving overall environmental management within an
organization
Chapter 3
PROPOSED FRAMEWORK
This chapter presents a novel EMS framework. It integrates paradigms of pollution
prevention and risk informed decision-making and addresses the limitationsofcommon
EMS frameworks. Furtherrnore, the uniqueness of the proposed frameworkishighlighted
through a comparison with other EMS frameworks in the literature.
3.1 RISK AND POLLUTION PREVENTION FOCUSED
ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT SYSTEM (RP2EMS)
Traditionally, Pollution Control and Mitigation is used asa preferred approach in an EMS
The proposed EMS framework (Figure 3.1) integrates the concept 0 fpollutionprevention
(P2) due to the following reasons·
(I) P2isawidelyacceptedandapreferredapproachforenvironmentalprotection(all
pollution control options can only bc viewed as temporary solutions);
(2) P2 can harness environmental management in two ways
(a) Environmental management is implemented from a more holistic
(b) Less effort and investment are needed to develop!operate waste treatment
systems when wastes are eliminated or minimized at their sources, which
reduces the costs ofenvironmental management;
(3) P2 can be the key for effective EMS because the majority of environmental
aspects are unregulated and it can help to identify problems as well as
opportunities (Chu, 2003);
(4) P2 can be easily integrated with EMS because it is also based on a similar cyeleof
continuous improvement.
The implementation ofP2 needs systematic planning, integrated practice, evaluation and
corrective actions that are similar to an EMS framework; therefore, the most effective
way is to integrate P2 concepts into the EMS's continuous cycle of planning,
implementing and operating, evaluating, and improving environmental performance
With this integration, P2 altematives would be routinely considered at the start through to
the end of an environmental management process and will help minimize environmental
impacts within the organization. P2 is proposed to be implemented through the risk
informed decision-making (RIDM) paradigm for the following reasons·
(I) RlDM provides a mechanism of quantifying environmental impacts and
evaluating various solutions by reporting associated risks;
(2) A consensus on the concept of sustainable development (Clayton & Radcliff,
1996) highlights the importance of managing risk
/ ,
Figure 3.1 The framework ofRP2EMS
As shown in Figure 3.I,thestartingpoint is defining the system boundaryoftheEMS
Will it consider all of the four stages ofOOG operations (i.e., geological and geophysical
survey, exploration, development and production. and decommissioning) or only a
specific stage? This decision influences the subsequent identification of environmental
issues and P2 options. Having prioritized the environmental issues, al1 applicable legal
requirements need to be identified. This is important, as regulatory compliance is the
boltomlinethatanEMSaimstoachieve.Thevisions,values,andgoalsofstakeholders
and other decision makers constitute the basis for establishing poIlutionpreventionand
control strategies, lists of attributes that will be evaluated in decision-making, and a
proeedureforhowtoperformdecision-makingprocesses. ThenextstepistoidentifyP2
opportunities applicable to the identified significantenvironmentalissuesandgeneratea
list of alternative pollution protection options
A risk informed decision-making method is used to select the suitable alternatives
Implementation of the selected alternatives requires the proper assignment of
responsibility and good communications during operations. Moreover, emergency
planning is also required to help to achieve short and long term responsesandrecovery
during an unexpected emergency event. Finally, the environmental performance of the
current operation is evaluated. Based on the results of environmental perfonnance
eva)uation, decision makers need to identify opportunities for improvementsandupdate
their current environmental management strategies.
The framework provides guidance and a procedure for the execution of environmental
management focusing on P2. The aim is to achieve a certain level of consistency in
environmental management involving uncertainties and confidence in reaching more
for the following major steps:
(I)
based on which prioritization of the environmental
accomplished.
(2)
is introduced 10 model decision-making by different
conflicting preferences on decision objectives/criteria. AOOIl,onall';. nne:enalO
qualitative and quantitative data are transfonned into rough numbersusingrough
set theory. In this way, the subjective selection of membership functionsanda-cut
infuzzyscl-basedgamesareavoided. The multi-criteria game is solved using lhe
generalized maximin solution concept. Aggregating those rough numbers with the
optimal weight of each criterion (i.e., solution of the game), a total expected
payoff (in rough number fonn) is obtained for each alternative. Finally,weightsof
the upper and lower limits are introduced to tum the expected payoff into a crisp
score. By comparing these scores, the best alternative can be identi fled
(3) Environmental perfonnance evaluation: adopting QFD to implement a novel
scheme to identify the speciflc indicators on acase-by-case basis, the proposed
approach provides a transparent process for EPE. It is also the flrsttimethatQFD
coupled with rough sets has been explored for EPE. Moreover, by implementing
roughsct theory, the approach enables decision makers to accQunl for the impacts
of incomplete and vague infonnation in the evaluation process. Finally, this
approach generates crisp indices, based on which environmental performances
can easily be compared and potcntial improvements eQuid be proposed
3.2 ISO 14000 BASED EMS
ISO 14001 based EMS is the most widely accepted and applied system. Figure 3.2 shows
1...·"·.....,,rlll'2FM,1
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Figure 3.2 Comparison between the RP2EMS and ISO 14001 based EMS
3.3 OTHER EMS FRAMEWORKS
In the following section, thrcc recently proposed EMSs, which also involve P2concepts,
are reviewed in comparison to RP2EMS
LIFE CYCLE ASSESSME T (LCA) INTEGRATED EMS
LCA is gaining popularity as a method that assists the quantification of environmental
impacts and evaluation of the optimization alternatives throughout the life cycle ofa
process, product or activity in an EMS (Azapagic. 1999). Since life cycle thinking is
critical to enable the identification of opportunities that exist to minimize environmental
impacts at every stage of production, the integration of LCA and EMS can internalize
environmental issues throughout the life cycle of production into corporatethinkingatall
levels (Sangle, 2005). Khan el al. (2002) proposed a methodology (Figure 3.3) for
effective EMS based on LCA that characterizes, quantifies and interpretsenvironmental
impacts so that it can help to identify problems and opportunities in reaching
environmental improvement and also evaluate implemented or proposed options for
process change/modification, raw material changes, etc. Lewandowska el al. (2011)
summarized major limitations of this system
(I) Time consumption;
(2) Impossible to assess environmental aspects with qualitative character;and
(3) A risk that LCA may not capture all environmental impacts well.
Figure 3.3 A systematic procedure to develop LCA integrated EMS (Khan etal., 2002)
PRODUCT ORIENTED EMS (POEMS)
POEMS focuses on the continuous improvement ofa product's eco-efficiency(ecological
and economic) along its life cycle through systematic integration ofeco-design in the
organization's strategies and practices (Rocha & Brezel, 1999). POEMS is a logical
extcnsion of current, often primarily named facility-oriented EMS (Rene et al., 1999)
Ammerberg & Sundin (2005) advocated that POEMS resulted from the integration of
concept design for the environment (DfE)and the EMS. DfE employs designapproaches
to reduce overall environmental impacts of a product, process, or practice. A POEMS has
(I) Integration of environmental aspects into the product development process; and
(2) Integration of the product development process into the management systemofan
organization
Product-specific environmental review or product profiling is one significant step in
POEMS. One challenge in POEMS is to investigate potential improvements based on
product profiling information and develop procedures for the DfE activities. The DfE
aClivities should be performed at the operational level based on thedefinedprocedures
and use as much product profiling information as possible. Lastly, in order 10 provide a
solid base for reaching continuous improvement, revisions of existing procedures and
products are conducted to identify improvement opportunities.
POEMS can reveal the environmental impaclscaused by the organization's operations
and aims to reduce these impacts. However, it may be out of control of one organization
because co-operations between organizations (e.g., producers and actors) arc needed at
each stage of product life cycle (Rene etal., 1999)
INTEGRATED EMS (!EMS)
The U.S. EPA released IEMS through its DfE Program. The DfE approach to developing
an IEMS has six main steps (U.S. EPA, 2000)
(I) Identifyandcomparealternativestoevaluatetrade-offsandinformation gaps;
(2) Use the DfE's Substitute Tree to evaluate alternatives (Figure 3.4);
(3) Use the Pollution Prevention Hierarchy to evaluate and rank approaches (Figure
3.5);
(4) Integrate environmental consideration into day-to-day decision making that
includes cost and performance to provide environmental solutions to promote
competitiveness;
(5) Recognize the need for a commitment for continuous improvement; and
(6) Work in partnership with stakeholders; engage participation and support of
employees and open communication
A1ternativestn Oplinns
accomplishfnnction
Evaluatcenvironmenlaleffects
performance,andcosts
Figure 3.4 Substitute tree (U.s. EPA, 2000)
Disposal
Figure 3.5 Pollution prevention hierarchy (U.S. EPA, 2000)
IEMS emphasizes environmental and human health risk reduction, pollution prevention,
and proper resource management through technical methods that integrate cleaner
technologies with management methods. Chu (2003) summarizes two goals of IEMS:
(I) To ensure that an EMS drives continuous environmental improvement; and
(2) To make the EMS easier for operators.
Table 3.1 shows the differences between proposed and existing EMS frameworks to
highlightthenoveltyoftheRP2EMS
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Chapter 4
PRIORJTlZATlON OF ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES USING
FUZZY INFERENCE SYSTEM AND FUZZY ANALYTIC
HIERARCHY PROCESS
PREFACE
This work has been published: Yang, M., Khan, F., Sadiq, R. (2011). Prioritization of
environmental issues in offshore oil and gas operations: A hybrid approach using fuzzy
inference system and fuzzy analytic hierarchy process. Process SajetyandEnv;ronmental
PrOleClion, 89 (I), 22-34
The first author (Ming Yang) formulated the research problem, constructedtheapproach,
executed the case study, and developed the first draflofthe manuscript. The co-authors
(Drs. Faisal Khan and Rehan Sadiq) supervised the work, critically reviewed the
developed approach and suggested revisions of the manuscript.
4.1 INTRODUCTION
An EMS can be utilized to systematically manage all activities in OOG operations that
cause environmental impacts. A key component of an effective EMS is the environmental
policy, i.e., 3 short written statement by the operators setting out their intent and
commitments to deal with environmental issues. Identification of the significant
environmental issues that cause the major negative impacts is necessary when insufficient
resources exist to implement an EMS. The environmental policy should provide clear
guidance to ensure that the available resources are directed towardsthesignificantissues
that must immediately be addressed by the EMS. Prioritization will help by sorting out
this issue. The process of the prioritization involves preferences and attitudes towards
multiplecriterialattributes. This process is usually subjected toa scarcity of information
and uncertainties due to human interpretation. Therefore, prioritization of environmental
issues in OOG operations is a complicated problem that necessitates the application of a
robust decision support technique. This chapter aims to propose a novel approach for the
prioritization of environmental issues based on environmental risk.
4.2 MULTI-ATIRIBUTE DECISION-MAKING (MADM)
TECHNIQUES FOR PRIORITIZATION
Technique for Ordcr Prefcrence by Similarity to Ideal Solution (TOPSIS), outranking
method,andanalytichierarchyprocess(AHP)arethethreemostfrequentlyusedmulti-
anribute decision-making (MADM) techniques for prioritization (Hozbura el 01., 2007)
TOPSIS was developed by Hwang & Yoon (1981) to achieve the rankings of lhe
alternatives based on the shortest distance from the positive-ideal solution (PIS) and the
farthest distance from the negative-ideal solution (NIS). The outranking method
determines which alternatives are preferred to the others by systematically comparing
each criterion instead of building complex utility functions (Brans el 01., 1984). AHP,
developed by Saaty (1980) based on mathemalics and psychology, is the most popular
method for decision-making. AHP helps 10 turn a complex problem under sludy into a
hierarchical struclure eonsistingofa goal and subordinate features. The procedure for
using the AHP is given as follows'
(I) Use a hierarchy to model the decision problem that consists ofthedecisiongoal,
available options, and criteria for assessing these options;
(2) Obtain priorities of the elements of the hierarchy by pair-wise comparisons of the
elemenls aleach level oflhe hierarchy by means ofa nominal scale;
(3) Synthesize these priorities to obtain priority for the hierarehy;
(4) Check the consistency;
(5) Finalizc the decision based on the results from this process.
Saaty (1996) also developed a more general form of AHP - analytic network process
(ANP) to release the mutual dependencies and feedback effect of the criteria. The ANP
can be used as an effective approach in situations where the interactions among the
elemcntsofasystcmformanetworkstructure(Saaty, 1996)
Once objective information is available, the probability theory is used to deal with
randomness in conducting decision analysis. However, most of the decision analyses in
the real world are performed with subjective or uncertain information. The uncertainty
results from the qualitative definition of linguistic expressions. To solve this problem,
Bellman and Zadeh (1970) made the first allempt at establishing a conceptualframework
based on the fuzzy set theory. With the assistance of experts' knowledge, fuzzy logic that
is a multi-valued logic derived from fuzzy set theory is applied todeaI with vagueness in
human perceptions and thoughts (Beskese elal., 2004). Fuzzy logic (Zadeh, 1965) is an
extension of Boolean logic and is now commonly used for complex computer-aided
decision-making. In classical (Boolean) logic, whether the element belongs to the set or
not is clearly defined using °or I. While in the case of fuzzy logic, whethertheelements
belong to the set is not definite. In order to express this mathematically, any value within
the interval [0, I] can be used to represent the degree of belongingness (membership)of
each element to the sel. This concept can be simply represented by the following
1'.:x->[O,lj
If the membership JlA(X) is close to I,itreferstoagreaterdegreeofbelongingnessofthc
elementxtolhesetA./fthedegreeisclosetoO,thedegreeofbelongingnessofxtoAis
The fuzzy version ofAHP is preferred in the prioritization of environmental issues in
OOG operations due to the following two reasons. First, when pair-wise comparison is
used, no measurement scale for each criterion/attribute needs to be explicitly defined
(Spires, 1991), which eases prioritization for decision makcrs. Second, Klir & Yuan
(1995) identified three types of uncertainties: (I) vagueness(lack of sharp dislinction), (2)
non-specificity (two or more alternatives are unspecified), and (3)discord(disagrcement
in selecting alternatives). Fuzzy logic theory is one of the best techniques to
quantitatively deal with vagueness type uncertainty that dominates in the process of
prioritization. A typical example was given by Tesfamariam & Sadiq(2006) to use fuzzy
AHP in risk-based environmental decision making. Nevertheless, the studies by
Buyukozkaneral. (2004) and Wang & Chen (2008) on different fuzzy AI-IP methods
(I) The computational requirement is tremendous, especially at the lowest level of
hierarchy where numbers of alternatives are compared in a pair-wise manner
based on each sub-criterion or attribute;
(2) Sometimes they only allow triangular fuzzy numbers to be used;
(3) Adding or deleting criteria or attributes in the analytic hierarchy is not easy to
operate in the algorithm;
(4) The number of the pair-wise comparisons increases with the number of criteria.
When the comparison ratios are given by fuzzy numbers, inconsistent ratios are
more likely to be expected in real world cases
In order to eliminate the above limitations, a hybrid approach for prioritization using lhe
fuzzy inference system (FIS) and fuzzy analytic hierarchy process (FAHP)isproposedin
this chapter. In the literature, FIS has never been implemented in conjunction with fuzzy
AHPto structure a methodology for prioritization
4.3 FUZZY ANALYTIC HIERARCHY PROCESS (FAHP)
Since decision makers are not explicit in their preference during comparisons; therefore,
it is generally very common to find expert judgments using interval values. FAHP was
originally proposed by Van Laarhoven & Pedrycz (1983). Some environmental
applications ofFAHP have recently been reported to prioritize the factors in cleaner
production implementation (Tsenget al., 2009) and to assess the eco-vulnerability(Liet
al., 2009). Recent years have also seen the application of the fuzzy analytic network
process(FA P) in the environmental decision-support (promentillaetal.,2008; Liu&
Lia, 2009). Table 4.1 summarizes five frequently used FAHP methods that have
significant differences in their theoretical structures
Table 4.1 Summary ofFAHP methods in the literature (Bozbura el al., 2007)
~c::~~~. ~~tsma
(1989)
• Modfies Van Laarhovenand
Pedrycz'smethod
.~:~~~n~~~~~:~~~u;~:~:~::~
priorities
(A) :h~~~~~ghts of multiple decision-makers can be
(D) The computational requirement is tremendous
The above summary indicates that Chang's extent analysis method (Chang, 1996) is
relatively easier to implement and therefore is used in our approach. Chang's method
uses triangular fuzzy numbers (TFNs) rather than trapezoidal or Gaussian fuzzy numbers
Figure 4.1 shows these three commonly used fuzzy numbers. In the proposed approach,
TFNs are also used due to the following reasons:
(I) TFsareintuitivelyeasytoapplyandcalculateandalsoprovetobeeffectivein
the decision analyses (Kahrarnan et al., 2004; Changet al., 2007);
(2) When interval-valued assessments are employed, decision makers usually
provide narrower intervals than their actual perceptions may authorizeinorderto
avoid providing imprecise information. TFNscaneffectivelysolvethisproblem
by enabling decision makers to provide a supporting set of fuzzy numbers as the
interval that certainly contains the unknown ratio of the relative importance
(Ramik&Korviny,2010);
(3) TFNs provide the potential for representing and reconciling conflicts in group
decision making becausc "a" (the lowest possible value), "c" (the largest
possible value), and "b" (the most possible value) can be interpreted as the
minimum, maximum and the geometric mean of the decision makers' judgments
(Rarnik & Korviny,2010)
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Figure4.! Representationsoftriangular,trapezoidal,andarbitraryfuzzynumbers
The outlines of the Chang's method are provided as follows:
Let X={x"x" ...x.}be an objecl set and U={II"II" ...II.}be a goal set. Each object is
taken to do an extent analysis for each goal (gi). Then, foreachobject,mextentanalysis
M~.,M~...M:.,(i= I, 2, ... , n) where all M~(j= 1,2, ... ,m) are triangular fuzzy numbers
that have three pararneters (i.e., a-the lowest possible value, b-the most possible value,
and c-the largest possible value). Figure 4.2 presents the steps 0 fthismethod.
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Figure 4.2 Steps of Chang's extent analysis method
4.4 FUZZY INFERENCE SYSTEM (FIS)
TheFISisalsoknownasafuzzyrule-basedsystemorfuzzyexpertsystem.AnFISisa
way of formalizing the reasoning process of human language using fuzzy logic. The
operational mechanism of an FIS is that the system formulatessu itable rules, and based
upon the rules, inference is made using fuzzy IF-THEN rules and fuzzy reasoning. A
standard FIS consists of four blocks that include a fuzzification interface,aknowledge-
base to define rules and fuzzyscts, a decision-making unit, and a defuzzificationinterface.
Below isa summary of each block·
(I) Fuzzification interjace transforms crisp inputs into degrees of belongingness to
predefined linguistic expressions (constants) based on membershipfunctions;
(2) KnolVledge-base contains a rule base defining a number of fuzzy IF-THEN rules
and a database defining fuzzy sets used in the fuzzy rules;
(3) Decision-making unit performs the interface operations of the rules using fuzzy
reasoning, the steps of which are presented in Figure4.3,and the most widely
used t-normoperators in fuzzy set theory are listed in Table 4.2;
(4) DejilZZification interjace transforms the results from fuzzy values into crisp values
Figure 4.3 Steps involved in fuzzy reasoning
Table 4.2 Commonly used t-norm operations in fuzzy set theory (Novak&Pedrycz, 1988)
max (O,a+b-I)
{
a,i[ b=1
TD = b,i[ a=1
0, otherwise
There are two major fuzzy inference methods: Mamdani and Sugeno inference method
The main difference between these two methods is that Mamdani uses fuzzy sets as the
rule consequent, while Sugeno employs linear functions of input variables as the rule
consequent (Sivanandam el al., 2007)
In the literature, FIS has been implemented for fault detection (White & Lakany, 2008;
Nan el al., 2008), supporting customers' requirements (Juang el al., 2007), modeling
streamflow (Katambara & Ndiritu, 2009), assessing water quality (Ocampo-Duque el al.,
2006), and other areas. Very few papers have been found in which FIS is proposed for
risk assessment. Elsayed (2009) developed an FIS to infer risk from two input variables
(i.e.,eonsequeneeandlikelihood).lntheproposedapproach,FISis implemented to infer
consequence and likelihood, respectively, instead of risk
THE PROPOSED METHODOLOGY
There are varieties of environmental issues triggering various environmental
risks/impacts in 000 operations (Table 4.3). "Significance" is the most frequently used
word to describe risks/impacts and also provides a basis for regulatory and policy
decisions (Shepard, 2005). Therefore, the prioritization of environmental issues can be
equivalently performed in the prioritization of the significance 0 fthose issues in terms of
environmentalrisks.Tomeasureenvironmentalrisk,consequenceand likelihood are two
important parameters of which there are sub-parameters such as severity, geographical
scale, duration, likelihood with respect to exposure, and toxicity or mechanism
assessment. Thus, a five-level analytic hierarchy (Figure 4.4) has been designed to serve
the goal of prioritization of the significance.
Table 4.3 Environmental issues in OOG operations (adapted from Patin, 1999)
~~:~r~:~OIOgiCal damage to larvae and fry
May cause death offish and other marine
organisms
Drillingforexploralionand Drillingnuidsandcultings
production discharge
Well trcatment Ouids
discharge
Storage displacement water
discharge
Sewage and living waste
discharge
Installation and
decommissioning
;~:~r~:~OIOgiCal damage to larvae and fry
Severe acute ecological damage to marine
livingthings,locallyorregionally
Severe aCllte ecological damage 10 marine
living things, locally or regionally
Figure 4.4 A hierarchy used for the prioritization of OOG environmental issues
ApanoramaofthehybridapproachisgiveninFigure4.S.Pair-wisecomparisonsneedto
be operated at each level/hierarchy in fuzzy AHP methods. This requires extensive
computations, most of which are done at the lowest level where comparisons are made in
between each alternative on each sub-criterion/attribute. Forexample,intheconventional
approach,ifthereareIOissues(atleveIS)tobeprioritizedintheabove hierarchy, for
each of the IS sub-criteria/attributes (at level 4), 100(IOx10) comparisons are required
After these comparisons have been completed, ISOO (1SxIO) sets of fuzzy triangular
numbers need to be processed for weights' vectors. Thus, FIS is proposed to be
implemented at the lower levels of the hierarchy to simplify the computation and can
easily be coded in Matlab. Moreover, the number of pair-wise comparisons is
significantly reduced in this approach, which also resolves the problemofconsistencyof
the conventional FAHP methods. As another advantage of combining FIS with fuzzy
AHP,addingordeletingsub-criteriaorattributesbecomeseasyto operate. What needs to
be done is just writing new rules instead of rewriting an algorithm in the traditional
approach. This advantage allows decision-makers to adjust the system based on the
current situation without any difficulty. Lastly, this combination does not degrade the
ability of the system to handle imprecise and vague information in the process of
Figure 4.5 The hybrid approach for the prioritizationofenvironmental issues
More explanations on specific operations in this approach are provided as follows·
(I) At LcveI5and4inthehierarchy(Figure4.4)
To infer "consequence" and "likelihood of occurrence". two independent FISs are
developed. They have the same structure but different input and outputvariables(Table
4.4). There are various methods that can be applied to generate membership functions
that include intuition, inference, rank ordering, fuzzyclustering,ncuralnetwork,genetic
algorithms. and inductive reasoning (Sivanandam et al.• 2007). To generate membership
functions of the input variables. fuzzyc-means is proposed because of its simplicity and
robustness. while membership functions of the output variables could be defined by a
group of experts. Fuzzyc-meansisoneofthe fuzzyclusteringmethodswhichdeterrnine
not only which cluster an object belongs to but also to what degree this object belongs to
the cluster. This method aims to minimize the weighted within-class sum of squared
Euclidean distance. Specifically. it minimizes an objective function that represents the
distance from any given data point to a cluster center weighted by that data point's
membership grade. This can be expressed using the following equation
J(U.v" ...• v.) = t. t.(u")·d'(X,, v.)
wherev'=(v,a).k=I.2 ...•K.a=I.2 ...• pdenotesthevaluesofthe centroid ofa clusterk.
X,=(X'a). i~ 1,2 •... ,n; a=l, 2... ,p is the ith objective with respect top variables, and
d 2(x;,v.t) is the square Euclidean distance bctweenx;and v.t. Them denotcs lhedegree of
fuzziness of the clustering chosen from [1,00]. In order to obtain the solution Uandv,
thatminimizesequationl,aPicarditcrationofthefollowingexpressionsisconducted
t.(d(X"V.)ld(X,'V')J~;
It is easy to use [center, U] =fcm (data, cluster_n) to compute the centers and degree of
belongingness (U) to these centers in Matlab. If a Gaussian shape is assumed and
recognized to be appropriate for membership functions of all input variables, then the
identified centers can be directly used as the "means" of those Gaussian membership
functions. The standard deviations of the datasets consisting ofscores representing
experts'ideas(asvaluesofx-axis)anddegreeofbelongingness(asvalues ofy-axis) can
be used as the standard deviations of those Gaussian shape membership functions. The
required datasetscan be achieved by distributing questionnaires(e.g.,seeAppendixl)to
a number of experts for their judgments expressed using an integer score in the range
[0,100]. Take "Severity" as an example, each of the 20 experts is assumed to assign 5
integers E [0, 100] (where 0 represents the "least significant" and 100 represents the
"rnost significant") 10 the 5 categories of waste streams. Thus, a dataset consisting of 100
(5 x20) integers can bc achieved for generating the membership functionof"Severity".
Likelihood of
Occurrence
Table 4.4 Input and output variablesofFIS to infer parameters of risk
Having defined the membership functions, fuzzy rules can be developed by
environmental and operational experts in the DOG industry and management teams.
In this study, since there is no linear relationship existing between input and output
variables, the Mamdani fuzzy method is used. The soft computational operators
employed by the Marndani method are listed as follows:
And Operator: 'min'
Or Operator: 'max'
(i.e., conjunctive logic)
(i.e., disjunctive logic)
Implication Method: 'min' (i.e., conjunctive logic)
Aggregation Method: 'max' (i.e., disjunctive logic)
Defu7-zficationMethod:'centroid'
The mechanism of the Mamdani inference method is as follows: (I) first the inputs arc
fuzzified to get their membership values. If there is more than one input in the rule, a
fuzzy operator (t-norm operator) should be applied to achieve a singlemembershipvalue
(2) then implication method (min) is applied to reach each rule's conclusion (3) the fuzzy
aggregation method is used to combine the conclusion of each ruleintoasinglefuzzysel
(4) finally, thedeffuzzifieation method is applied to transform theconclusionsintoerisp
For illustrative purposes, considering one environmental issue (e.g., drilling wastes
discharge) isto be processed using the above defined two FISsto infer the consequence
and likelihood of occurrence with respect to RME. RHH. RCC (defined at level 2 in
Figure 4.4). first experts need to develop inpul row matrixes. as shown in Table 4.5.
Table 4.5 An example of an input row matrix ofone environmental issue
C LO
S GS D E TA
C LO
S GS D E TA
After defining the membership functions and rules, by running the two FISs
independently, crisp numbers representing the extent of consequence and likelihood of
occurrence,respectiveiy, can be obtained:
For RME - 60.5 and 67.2, For RHH - 34.0 and 35.0, For RCC - 25.9 and 35.0
(2) At Level 3 in the hierarchy
As commonly defined in the literature, risk can be ca)cu)ated as aproductofconsequence
and likelihood of occurrence. Scores representing the extent ofthese two parameters are
the outputs of the two FISsdiscussed above. Following the previous example, scores
representing the extent of RME, RHH, and RCC induced by the issue are calculated
60.5x67.2~4066,34.0x35.0~ 1190,25.9x35.0=907
(3) At Levels 2 and J in the hierarchy
Varielies of fuzzy scales are found in the literature (Erensal etal., 2006; Leung & Cao,
2000) 10 convert the linguistic scale into a fuzzy scale. The triangularfuzzyconversion
scale used in the proposed approach is given in Table 4.6. Questionnaires(seeAppendix
II) are needed to get the evaluations. An example of converted results of pair-wise
comparisons is given in Table 4.7.
Table 4.6 Triangular fuzzy conversion scale (Bozhura& Beskese,2007)
Justequ,l (1,1,1) (1,1,1)
Equ,lIyimpon'nt (112,1,312) (2/3,I,2)
Weakly more important (1,3/2,2) (1f2,2/3,1)
Strongly more important (3/2,2,512) (2/5,112,213)
Very strongly more important (2,SI2,3) (I/3,2/5,112)
Abso]utely more important (5/2,3,7/2) (2/7,1/3,2/5)
Table 4.7 An example of convened results of pair-wise comparisons
(i12,213,1) (1,312,2)
The weights' vector of RME, RHH, and RCC can be obtained using Chang's extent
analysis method. For example, based on the numbers given in Table 4.7, the values of
fuzzy synthetic extent, with respect to RME, RHH, and RCC, were calculated as follows:
SR'" =(5/2,7/2,9/2)0(2/25,3/28,6/43)=(0.200,0.375,0.628)
SRHH=(5/2,19/6,4)0(2/25,3/28,6/43)=(0.200,0.339,0.558)
S==(13/6,8/3,4)0(2/25,3/28,6/43)=(0.173,0.286,0.558)
The degrees ofpossibilily were calculated as follows:
V(SRHH >SRCc) =1.000
The minimum of the degrees of possibility was obtained
MinV(SRME>S;)= 1.000
MinV(SRCC>S;)= 0.800
Theweights'vectorwasworkedoutbasedontheabovevalues
W = (d (RME), d (RHH), d (RCC» T ~ (0.369, 0.336, 0.295)
Finally, for the issue of drilling wastes discharge, the Significance Score (SS,) can be
synthesized using the calculated scores representing the extent 0 frisks and their weights:
0.369x4066 +0.336x 1190 + 0.295x907 =2168
Similarly, for each environmental issuc, sllcha score can be obtained. The issue with the
highest score is the most significant one that needs to be highlighted in the environmental
policy of an EMS.
4.6 A CASE STUDY
Considering an offshore operator is planning to develop an EMS aimingto achieve better
environmental performance, decision makers need to prioritize 11 environmental issues
(given below) to sort out the significant one to be immediately addressed by an EMS
(I) Produced water discharge -the largest waste stream in volume but causes limited
environmental impact;
(2) Drilling wastedischarge-may cause physical changes and biological impacts on
the marine environment and organisms near the rigs;
(3) Deckdrainagedischarge-maycontainvariouscontaminantsincludingdetergents
and dispersants used for washing, emulsified oil and some otherchemicals;
(4) Storage displacement waterdischarge-is polluted by crude oil;
(5) Flaringemissions-produces green house gases (GHG) that account for climate
change and also pollules the air that OOG operators may breathe;
(6) Waste gas emissions - may be composed of methane (CH.), non-methane volatile
organic hydrocarbons (NMYOC), and volatile organic hydrocarbons (YOC); may
(7) Chemical use and exposure - such as biocides that may be toxic to marine
organisms and humans;
(8) Oil spill (drillingaccidents)- intense and prolonged hydrocarbon gushing; may
causeacuteimpactssuchasintoxication,death,physio-biochemicaldislurbances
or behavioral responses in fish and marine mammals, and chronic impactssllchas
the disturbance of reproduction of marine organisms, population changes or
community structure changes;
(9) Oil spill (transportation accidents) -caused by collisions, fires, explosions, and
structure failures; the same impacts as described in the above issue;
(10) Physical disturbance (seismic survey) - seismic disturbance may destroy fish
bladders, larvae and disrupt traditional migration paths of fish and marine
mammals;
(II) Decommissioning and rehabilitation- might affect the local fish population; in
some cases, explosives are applied to remove whole platforms, which may cause
injury or even death to fish or marine mammals.
The proposed approach was coded and implemented following the stepsgiveninFigure
4.6. The input matrixes mentioned at step 3 for inferring the consequenceandlikelihood
of occurrence of Risk to Marine Eco-system (RME), Risk to Human Health (RJ-IH), and
Risk to Climate Change (RCC), respectively, are provided in Table 4.8. The matrixes
menlionedatstcp4forgeneratingmembershipfunctionsofinput variables were obtained
from questionnaires filled out by 20 hypothetical experts (hence forth referred to as
experts). Table 4.9 provides the membership functions of output variablesdefined bya
group of experts. Table 4.10 gives part of the rule base (mentioned earl ier in step 6) used
in this numerical application. These rules were developed based on the author's own
knowledge.
For step 11, the pair-wise comparison matrix is established (see Tablc 4.11). The
following steps given in Figure 4.2, weights' vector can be calculated
Figure 4.6 The implementation procedure of the numerical application
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Table 4.9 Membership functions of output variabJes
Linguistic
description
_ITa.:....-pez_oid .(8590100100)
TabJe4.IO RuJebase used in the numerical appJication
long
regional short
regional
long
regional short
regional
regional long
global short
high regional
high regional long
high global short
high global
high global
TA
TabJe4.1J Pair-wisecomparisonsformajorconcems
Table 4.12 summarizes all of the results achieved in this exarnple. The results show that
Oaring emissions should be the significant issue that should immediately be addressed by
the EMS. This application clearly presents how the proposed approach can be performed
and validates the approach.
The results of the proposed approach are quite dependent on the data or information used
for the computation, which is determined by expens' preference, attitudeandknowledge
For example, changes in experts' preferences in pair-wise comparisons of RME, RHH,
and RCC, assignments of values in the input matrixes of the FISs, and rule base will lead
todifTerent rankingsofenvironmental issues. Therefore, it is important Lhatagreement
has been reached arnongwith a group of expens with similar preferences to ensure that
qualilied resuhscan be achieved
The proposed approach needs to be validated in real-world cases and work
of the proposed approach

ChapterS
ENVIRONMENTAL DECISION-MAKING USING ROUGH
SET-BASED GAME THERETICAL APPROACH
PREFACE
This work has been submitted for possible publication: Yang,M., Khan, F., Sadiq, R.,
Amyotte, P. A rough sel-based game theoretical approach for environmental decision-
making: a case of offshore oil and gas operations. EnvironmentolModelingandSoftware.
(Submitted on May 19,2011)
The first author (Ming Yang) identified the research problem, developed the approach,
executed the case study, and drafted the manuscript. The co-authors (Drs. Faisal Khan,
Rehan Sadiq, and Paul Amyotte) supervised the work, critically reviewed Ihe developed
approach,and provided va!uable comments to improve the manuscript.
To deal with the significant environmental issues that can be identified using the
proposed method in Chapter 4, pollution prevention (P2) and other sustainable waste
management altematives are developed. There is an enormous drive and enthusiasm in
the offshore oil and gas (OOG) industry to implement environmentally friendly
technologies and develop sustainable waste management strategies. The selection of the
alternate strategies often involves conflicting objectives, such as minimizing
environmental degradation while maximizing economic profit. In these situations,
decision-makers need to find an optimal solution based on uncertaininformation. It can
become even more complicated when decision-makers with different priorities are
involved, such as operators, regulators and service engineers. Each group may have
difTerentpreferencesondecisionobjectivesorcriteria.Moreover,thedecisionsofone
group may affect or be affected by the decisions of other groups. Oneoftheappropriate
approaches to deal with this type of multi-criteria conflict resolution problem is game
theory (GT)
Mosiofthe literature on the development of offshore environmental decision support
tools ignore conOicting preferences and interdependency between multiple decision
makers due to their competing interests (e.g., Falck eral., 2000; Suslick& Furtado, 2001;
Chen & FU,2003; Sadiq eral., 2004; Sadiqel al., 2005; Yangelal.,2010).GTprovides
an effective platform that can be adopted to address the above limitation due to the
rollowingreasons'
(1) GT is able to simulate different aspeClS of the conJlict belweendifferentgroups
of decision makers on econornic benefits, the need to protect the environment,
and technical feasibility; and
(2) A GT-based approach does not require a large amount of information that is
often unavailable in environmental decision problems to seek possibIe solutions.
Game theoretical concepts have been applied to a number of fields, such as water
resource management (Raquel el al., 2007; Kerachian el al., 2010; Madani & Lund,
2011), transportation planning (Xiao & Yang, 2007), analysis of land and property
development (pak& Brieva,2010; Samsura el aI., 2010), and process integration(Chew
el al., 2009). However, there is limited literature on the applicalion of GT to offshore
environmental problems
Considering the lack of information and/or uncertainty in games, fuzzy set theory has
been introduced in game theoretical approaches (Butnariu, J978;Butnariu, 1980;Vijayel
al., 2005; Kacher & Larbani, 2008; Borkotokey, 2008; Kerachian el al., 2010). The
Solulionto fuzzy games requiresdefuzzification of the fuzzy numbers by a-cul (Chen &
Larbani, 2006; Larbani, 2009). The subjective determination of a-cut and membership
functions of fuzzy parameters isa limitation of fuzzy-based game theoreticalapproaches.
In the current study, rough set theory is proposed to handle uncertainty in a game because
(I) Rough set theory is also capable of approximating vague descriptions using the
boundary region of a set~ and
(2) Rough set theory does not require any preliminary or additional information
about data like membership function or the value of possibility in fuzzy set
theory (Pawlak, 1985).
This chapter aims to develop a rough set-based game theoretical approach for offshore
environmental decision-making. According to the authors' knowledge, this is the first
application of game theory coupled with rough set theory for solving environmental
decision problems
5.2 GAME THEORY
Game theory, proposed by Von Neumann and Morgenstern (1944), is a mathematical
analysis of interactions among rational and inteJligentagents. Game theory attcmpts to
mathematicallydefinebehaviorinstrategicsituations.lnthese situations, an individual's
success in making choiccs depends on the choices of others (Myerson, 1991). A game is
any interaction that involves two or more players. It usually contains a set of players,
available strategies, and specifications forpayofTs forallcombinationsofstrategies.Four
forms are used to represent games, which include extensive, normal, characteristic
function, and partition function forms. The extensive form represents a game in a tree
consisting of decision nodes (Le., possible states ofa played game). The normal form
represents a game in a matrix which shows the players, strategies, and payoffs. The
payoff for each coalition is llsed instead of individual payoff in the characteristic function
form. In the partition function form, the payoffofa coalition dcpends not only on its
members, but also on the way the rest of the players are partitioned, which is ignored in
Garnes are categorized into (a) cooperative games in which players focus on coalition
formation, and (b) non-cooperative garnes in which players do not make binding
agreements as the choice or coordination of their strategies (Larbani, 2009). In
cooperative games, a Parelooptimal solution needs to be found by the players. It isa
coordinated strategy that leads to the best payoff (Le., no player can improve hislher
payoff without lessening others). The most common concepts to solve cooperative games
are the Von Neumann stable set, the Shapley value, the nucleolus, and the Nash
bargaining solution {Maali, 2009). In non-cooperative garnes, the Nashequilibriumisthe
most common solution. Equilibrium is reached when no player can unilaterally deviate
fromhisorherselectedstrategyloenhancethepayofr.Sinceanon-cooperativegameisa
more realistic representation of environmental decision-making, this will be further
discussed. A non-cooperative game is usually defined using a set of players, strategy
profiles, and payoffs under the following assumptions·
(I) All players are rational;
(2) No coalilionsare formed between players;
(3) All players know all thc available information of the game
In environmental decision-making, it is often the case that more than 0 ne auribute should
be considered. In this sense, the proposed approach should be developedbasedona
multi-criteria non-cooperative game. Multi-criteria games analyze decision problems
when several criteria are considered by groups of decision makers . The first publication
on multi-criteria normal form game was Blackwell (1956). Since then, different
formulationsofmulti-criteriagameshavebeenintroduced(Li, 1998;Cubiotti,2000).An
n-person multi-criteria game where all players consider the same set of criteria can be
G=(I,S)
where/={l, ... ,n}isthesetofplayers,andSisthesetofallfeasible payoffs that can be
represented by the following matrix,
where x; representsthepayoffassignedbythen,hplayerwithrespecttothem'hcriterion
The maximin solution concept is often used to solve the above class of games. This
concept aims to maximize the worst value under each criterion (Fernandez & Puerto,
1996). The idea behind it is that each player may compromise on those outcomes whose
minimum value can not be improved simultaneously with respect to each criterion
(Marmol ef al., 2007). Hinojosa & Marmol (2005) proposed a generalized maximin
solution as an extension of the solution concept developed by Puertoelal.(1999)forn-
person multi-criteria games. They characterized the generalized maximin solution as the
solution ofa vector optimization problem that is given below. This solution concept is
adopted in the proposed methodology.
x: ~Z/Vi= 1•... ,n;
X~:=::Zm V;= t, ...• n;
whereXE S,zistheminimumpayoffvector.
5.3 ROUGH SET THEORY
Rough set theory, first introduced by Pawlak (1982), isa generalization of classical set
theory for handling vagueness and ambiguity. It expresses indiscernibilily between
objects by employing a boundary region ofa set. This boundary region usually has
precise values of lower and upper approximations. The lower approximation is the union
of all objects that can be positively (i.e., unambiguously)classified as belonging to the
target set while the upper approximation is the union of all objects that can possibly be
identified as members of the target set (i.e., equivalence classes that have non-empty
interseclionwiththetargetset).Figure5.lisagraphicalrepresentation of the above
statement. Typical applications of rough set theory are in areas such as attributes
reduction (Wu, 2008; Wang ef al., 2008) and rule extraction (Tsumoto, 2004; Wang &
Wang, 2009). Recently, rough set theory has also been applied toenvi ronmentaldecision
suppor1(Hu&Lu,2009;Bai&Sarikis,2010).lnthecurrentstudY,aconcept known as
rough number (Zhai efal., 2009) is used to handle the imprecise data inlhegame. The
outline of the concept is described in Figure 5.2
Figure 5.1 A rough set environment (adapted from Bai & Sarkis, 2010)
Figure 5.2 The concept of rough numbers
5.4 THE PROPOSED METHODOLOGY
Theproposedmethodology(FigureS.3)isdesignedinfourmainstages in addition to the
initiation and ending stages·
(1) Setting up the decision-making problem;
(2) Processing the data;
(3) Developing and solving the game; and
(4) Identifying the best alternative
Each of these four stages comprises several sub-steps. Astep-by-stepdescriptionofthis
methodology is presented below
Figure 5.3 The proposed melhodology
~;First.adecision-makingteamisestablished.Thisteaminciudesthreegroupsof
decision-makers who have different preferences:
(I) Operators who run the company and are usually cost oriented;
(2) Regula/Drs who are from regulatory agencies and may give priority to
environmental issues~
(3) Service engineers who are offshore facilities service providers and may care
more about technical feasibility.
~;Thedecision-makingteamshouldgatherandsludybackgroundinformationto
define the problem. Three key elements of the problem need to be identified'
(I) Goals/objectives;
(2) Attributes/criteriathat must be evaluated;
(3)
~;Basedontheidentifiedatlributes/criteria.theteamneedstocolIect data to assess
the alternatives. These data can be either qualitative or quantitative. In the proposed
methodo)ogy,qualitativeevaluationsaremadeusingthe"9-point scalc" assessment (1,
very bad; 3. bad; 5. moderate; 7. good; 9, very good). Quantitativedata may be collected
fTom various sources (e.g., operators who have implemented the technologyorstrategy).
All data are converted into an information lable. Table 5.1 gives an example of part of
such a formulation. It summarizes the qualitative evaluations of three service engineers,
while the quantitative data are collected from three different sources

QuaJitativeand quantitative data are processed separalely. Rough set theory is proposed
to deal with the uncertainty associated with subjective information. The arithmetic
averaging operator is used for aggregation
~:Qualitativeevaluationsmadebyeachgroupofdecision-makersare processed
independently. For example, the evaluations ofa group oflhree service engineers on
alternative- A, with respect to "ease of operation" in Table 5.1 can be treated in the
following way:
(I) Rough number calculation
a) The evaluation by service engineer #1·
lliTI(7)=R(C,)=7
lim(7)= (R(C,)+ R(C,)+ R(C))) 13 = (7+9+9)/3=8
RN(7)=[lliTI(7),lim(7)]=[7,8]
b) Theevaluationbyserviceengineer#2:RN(9)=[8,9]
c) Theevaluationbyserviceengineer#3:RN(9)~[8,9]
(2) Aggregation: ([7,8] + [8,9]+[8,9])/3 = [(7+8+8)/3,(8+9+9)/3]= [8,9]
~:Consideringdifferentunitsofquantitativedata,Leeetal.(I991)proposed to
normalize the actual data of each attribute into an indexvalue-S,(x) using the bcsl (BES)
or the worst (WOR) value (Figure 5.4). When BES~WOR, S, (x) equals to I. All
quantitativedataaretransformedintoS,(x)
~:Thisstcpaimstotuncindcxvalucsinlothcsamcscalcasthatofthe qualitative
data. Table 5.2 presents the manner in which these index values arc defined
~[S>IVORI: S,IXi.rl,:Xl-llrnl,c BfSZ,-IIORZ,li(x) 0
~[S<lVOR1.0d
if l,(x)~B£SZ,
ifllVRZ,<Z,(:c)<~,
ifZJr}SIlO'lZ',
ifZ,(x)SBESl,
Figure5.4 ormalizalionofactual data into index values (Sadiq el al., 2005)
Table 5.2 The qualitative scales used to define the index value5
05Sj(x) <0.2 +-+ 1,verybad
0.4~Si(x)<O.6 +-+ 5, moderate
O.8SS;(x)::;: I ....., 9,verygood
~:Roughnumbersarecalculatedbasedonthedataachievedinstep6. To illustrate
steps 5-7,theefficiencydata in Table 5.1 can be processed as foliows:
(I) Calculate index values: Sj = ;~=~~ = 0.6, S, ~ 0.4, Sj = 0.5, S, = 0, S, = 0.1,
S6=0.2,S7~0.9,S8= I,S9~0.7;
(2) Define index values in qualitative scales
Sj = 0.6 - 7, good; S, = 0.4 - 5, moderate; Sj ~ 0.5 - 5, moderate;
S4=0_I,verybad;S,~0.1_I,verybad;S6=0.2_3,bad;
S7=0.9_9,verygood;S8=1_9,verygood;S9~0.7_7,good
(3) Calculate the aggregated rough numbers for each alternative:
ForA,: [5,6); ForA,: [1,2]; ForA j :[8,9)
At this point, all data have been prepared for the analysis in the next stages.
~:Athree-playerandk-criteriabargaininggarneisdefinedinmatrices.The three
players are the three groups defined in the initiation stage
(I) Player I (P,)-agroupofoperators;
(2) Player 2 (p,)-a group of regulators;
(3) Player 3 (Pj)-a group of service engineers
The k criteria may fall into three major categories including costs, environmentai risks
(i.e.,humanhealthandecologicalrisks),andtechnicalfeasibility.
Assume these three players consider the same set ofkcriteria to evaluate a set ofn
alternatives, A ~ {AN}, (N = I, ... , n). We also assume that all criteria are to be maximized
Moreover,thethreeplayersareassumedtobeequallyimportantinmaking the decision
Thus, the game can be represented by a set of payoff matrices, M= {MN }, (N~ I, ... , n)
ForeachAN,thereis aMN :
(I) af (i~ I, ... ,k; j~ 1,2,3)representseitherofthefollowing
a) The qualitative evaluation by the/hplayer with respect to the/h criterion;
b) The quantitative data with respecttothe/hcriterion
{a(} are those aggregated rough numbers obtained in stage 2
(2) x( represents the feasible weight of the i'hcriterion assigned by thej'hplayer,
which can be achieved by mutual agreement among players.
(3) x(a(representsthefeasiblepayoffofthej'hplayerwithrespecttothei'hcriterion
(4) r,s, I are the number of criteria associated with cost, environmentalissues,and
technicalfcasibility,respectively;r+s+t=k.
The reasons why x:is introduced to tune a: to model the feasiblepayofTare:
(1) a/isobtainedwithoutconsideringtheinteraclionsamongdecision-makers
(2) The conflict in this garne is the detenmination of the relative importance (weights)
of each criterion in making the decision.
~:Theobjectiveofthisstepistodevelopanoptimizationmodelbasedon the
maximin criterion to solve the game. This solution concept is adopted from Hinojosa &
Marmol (2005). From a conservative perspective, players will select a feasible outcome
that can ensure its minimum payoff vector is as good as possible. Therefore, they
proposed a multi-criteria optimization model that aims to maximize the vector of payoffs
with respect 10 each criterion. Based on Ihis idea, the following model can be developed
:c(a( ~Zl "tj= 1,2,3;
0< x: < I i~ I, ... ,k j~ 1,2,3;
x~ >x~. x~ >x~ Ir;fu= t•... ,r. Ir;fv=r+ t, ... ,r+s. Ir;fw=r+s+ l .... ,r+s+l;
x; >x;. x; >x~ Ir;fu= 1, ...• 1'. Ir;fv=r+ 1.... ,r+s. Ir;fw=r+s+ 1..... r+s+l;
x~ > x~, x~ > x; Ir;f u = 1..... 1', Ir;f V = I' + I, .... r +s, Ir;f w = I' +s + I, ... , I' +s + I;
(I) Z/, ... , Z, is the non-dominated minimum payoff vector
(2) r,s, t have the same definitions as in MN.
(3) The last three constraints are designed to show the preferences of each player
with respect to each of the three categories of criteria, e.g., x~ > x~, x~ > x~
show that operators (PI) may consider costs as more important than
environmental issues and technical feasibility. More specific constraints can also
be used. e.g.. x~ > 3x~ indicates that operators consider costs to be more than
three times the importance of environmental issues.
(4) Extra constraints are added when players have some uncertain requirements
related to the weights, e.g., 0.I<x:<0.3,0.3<x;<0.4.
~: LINGO 9.0 is used to solve this optimization model; it is a software tool
developed to efficiently build and solve various optimization models. Since a( is a
predetermined non-variable, the above model can be simplified to an equitablemodelthat
will be solved using LINGO
x:?z/''rfj=I,2,3;
xi?:'" V}=I,2,3;
O<x/<\ i=I, ... ,k}=\,2,3;
x~ >x~. x~ >x~ 't;/ u= I •... ,r. 'v'v=r+ I, ...• r+s, 'v'w=r+s+ I .... , r+S+I;
x; >x;. x; >x~ 't;/ u= I•...• r. 'v'v=r+ I ..... r+s. "i/w=r+s+ 1..... r+s+ I;
x~ >x~. x~ >x~ 'rfu= I, .... r. "i/v=r+ 1..... r+s. 'rfw=r+s+ 1, .... r+s+l;
(1) z/', ...• zk'isthenon-dominatedminimumvector
(2) r,s,taredefinedinthesamewayasinMN.
The above multi-objective optimization model can be solved using a weighted sum
method in LfNGO. This method scalarizes the multiple objectives into a single objective
by multiplying each objective with a weight. In this case, all objective functions are
treated as equal to solve the optimization model.
Finally, {x:'l (i.e., the optimal solution ofthegarne) are obtained. Thus,theconflicls
between three different groups of players (Le., operators, regulatorsandserviceengineers)
are resolved. The best alternative will be identified in the next stage
~:Foreachaltemative,thetotalexpectedpayoffs(TEP)ofthethreeplayerscanbe
(I) xi'istheoptimalsolutionachievedinstage3.
(2) a:isdefinedinthesamewayasinMN.
~:SinceTEPisaroughnumberthatisnoteasytocompare,weintroducethe
weights!landl-!l(!lE [0, I]) to calculate the expected score (ES) of each alternative
ES=!lxAU +(I-!l)xA'
where AU and A'· represent the upper and lower limits, respectively, ofTEP
The detennination of 0. depends on how decision-makers want to compare the scores.
Agreement should be reached upon this issue. For instance, if they want to compare by
the upper limit, they can choose !l = I. Finally, the best alternative can be selected by
ranking the expected scores.
~:Thedecision-makingteamshoulddevelopaproperstrategytoimplementthe
identifiedaltemative in this stage.
5.5 A CASE STUDY
Drilling wastes (i.e., residual drilling fluids and cuttings) usually represent the largest
amount of waste generated from OOG operations aside from produced water. Oil-based
fluids (OBFs) are always not allowed to be discharged offshore while waler-based fluids
(WBFs) and synthetic-based lIuids (SBFs) can be discharged with or without certain
treatment when approval is granted
Using SBFs is a preferred P2 opportunity to WBFs and OBFs because of its reduced
volume of drilling wastes discharge, air emissions and energy use (US. EPA, 2000). A
more detailed study on SBFs as an effective P2 option during offshore drilling can be
found in Veil et al., (1995). Despite some environmentally benign features,SBFattached
drilling wastes may still impose potential adverse impacts on the offshore environment.
These impacts can be caused by the base lIuid (ester) and trace heavy metals (arsenic,
copper, and lead) in barite used as a weighting agent in SBFs. It is therefore importanl to
select the best management scenario. Considering a hypothetical case, the following
(I) Offshore discharge of drilling wastes with 3% (by wet weight) SBF retention;
(2) On-site re-injection ofdrilling wastes with 3% SBFrelention;
(3) OnshorelandfilldisposalofdriliingwasteswithlO%SBFretention
In Scenario I,drilling cunings are treated before discharge using solid separation
equipment (e.g., centrifuge and shale shakers) to reduce SBF relent ion to 3%. This
scenario is the least technically complicated and expensive of the three scenarios;
however, it depends largely on regulatory requirements for discharge. For example,
drilling waste discharge is prohibited in the orthSea(Sadiq&Husain,2005).lnthis
case, we assume that discharge of drilling wastes with 3% SBF retention is legaL In
Scenario 2,drilling wastes need to be ground into small particles and pumped into an
underground formation. This scenario is the most complicated because it requires
specialized equipment, integrated design, and intensive monitoring. However, Jess effort
or investment is needed to develop the waste treatment system. Scenario 3 involves the
transportation of drilling wastes by vessels 10 onshore for disposaL This transportation
results in high costs, potential for spillage, and atmospheric emissions, which are
regarded as disadvantages of this scenario. Nevertheless, a higher SBF retention was
allowed in this scenario. Since each scenario has pros and cons, theselectionofthebest
alternative becomes a challenging task in which the currently proposed approach should
be applied.
The decision-making team consists of three operators, three regulators, and three service
engineers. Both qualitative and quantitative data with respect 10 eight criteria arc given in
Table 5.3. The data for costs and efficiency were assumed to be collected from three
offshore platfonns. The carcinogenic, non-carcinogenic, and ecological risks were
assumed to be calculated based on data provided by the threeplatforrns. Several methods
have been proposed to calculate environmental risks related to pollutantsinoffshoreoil
production (Sadiq el 01., 2003a; Sadiq elal., 2003b; Sadiq& Husain, 2005; Zhaoelal.,
2008; Chen el 01., 2010). All members of the team were required to qualitatively evaluate
each scenario with respect to the status of technology and easeofoperation.Foliowing
steps 4-10 in Figure5.3,all data were transformed into rough numbers. Additionally, the
optimal weights assigned by each player for each criterion could also be calculated by
solving the optimization model given in step 10. These results are shown in Table 5.4
Finally, the expected scores of all the scenarios were obtained and aregiveninTable5.5.
TheresultsindicalethatlhebestoplionistheScenariol-offshore discharge of drilling
wasleswilh30/0 SBFrelention. Then, decision-makers need 10 build a proper strategy to
implement the selected scenario. They may encounter other decision problems that can be
handled using the proposed approach; e.g., the solid separationequipment thaI should be
chosen for drilling waste lreatmenl. To verify the results achieved in the above example,
sensilivityanalysis was performed in which lheweight of each crilerion was varied and
expected scores of Scenarios 1,2,3 werecalculatedwhenO=O.5 (i.e., decision makers
want to compare the scores by both the upper and lower limits). The results in Table 5.6
show that the final decision is stable to the variation of weights. Moreover, Figures 5.5,
5.6,5.7 indicate that expected scores of the three scenarios are most sensitive to
variations in the weight of status of technology. The status of technology may include
reliability oflhe technology and availability of skilled workers. These are the factors that
all of the three groups of decision-makersiplayers will give preferenceto
Since the application is based on a hypothetical case, the resultsshould not be interpreted
as an accurate depiction of any specific OOG practice. However, the example clearly
demonstrates that the proposed approach can be effectively realizedinpraclice
Criterion
category
Capital cost
(millionS)
~~~~~~~~~~ cost
(millionS/year)
Environment Carcinogenic risk
(log scale)
Non--earcinogenicrisk
(Iog,cale)
Ecological risk 0.13 0.15 0.25 0.26 0.3 0.25
Technical Ease of operation 0 7 9 9
feasibility R 7 5 7 9 9
SE 9 9 9 9 9
Efficiency(%) 84 89 80 68 72 77 80
Status of technology 9 7 5 7
9 7 5 5 5
SE 7 7 9 5 5 7 5 5 3
------------------
Table 5.4 Rough numbers and optimal weights for each criterion
CapitalcoSl
(millionS)
~~~~~;~:~~ cost 0.25
(millionS/ye.r)
Carcinogenic risk
(Iogsc.'e)
Non-earcinogenic
risk (log scale)
Starusof
technology
Table 5.5 The expected scores of the discharge scenarios
Table5.6SensitivityoCbestseenariotovariationoCweightsoCcriteria
30% Scenario!
50% Scenario!
-15% Scenario I
-30% Scenariol
-50% Scenariol
Operation & maintenance 15% Scenariol
~ ~ b~1
5()O/O Scenario!
Carcinogenic risk
Non-carcinogenic risk
Ecological risk
Ease of operalion
Efficiency
Statusoftechnologr
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Figure 5.5 Sensitivity of expected score of Scenario 1 to variation of criteria weights
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Figure 5.6 Sensitivity of expected score of Scenario 2 to variationofcritcriaweights
-a--capitalcost
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Figure 5.7 Sensitivity of expected score of Scenario 3 to variation of criteria weights
Chapter 6
ENVIRONMENTAL PERFORMANCE EVALVATION
USING ROUGH SET-BASED QUALITY FUNCTION
DEPLOYMENT APPROACH
This work has been published: Yang, M., Khan, F., Sadiq, R., Amyotte, P. (2011). A
rough set-based quality function deployment (QFD) approach for environmental
performance evaluation: a case of offshore oil and gas operation. Journal of Cleaner
ProdUClion,19(13),J513-1526
The first author (Ming Yang) and co-author (Dr. Faisal Khan) formulated the research
problem. The first author structured the approach,designed and conducted a numerical
example. The co-authors (Drs. Faisal Khan, Rehan Sadiq, and Paul Amyotte) critically
reviewed the developed approach and provided suggestions to improve both the approach
and the manuscript
Current EMSs, such as ISO 14001 (ISO, 2004) or the EU·EMAS (ECC, 1993), require an
explicit commitment for continuous improvement of environmental performance. The
connection between EMSs and environmental perfonnance is discussed inseveralstudies
(perono eral., 2008; awrocka& Parker, 2009). Environmental performance evaluation
(EPE) is therefore an essential component ofan EMS.
A number of studies have been conducted on environmental performance measurements
KPMG (1992) proposed two categories of measures, including impact and contributor
measures. James (1994) suggested that environmental performance measures could be
grouped into several categories-impact,risk,emissionslwaste, input resource, efliciency.
customer, and financial. lIinitch e/ 01. (1998) advocated four dimensions of
environmental perfomlance measures - organizational systems, stakeholder relations,
regulatory compliance, and environmental impacts. ISO (1999) proposed two types of
indicators - environmental perfonnance indicators (EPI) and environmental condition
indicators (ECI). EPI can be divided further into management performance indicators
(MPl) and operational performance indicators (OPI). Junger 01. (200 I) suggested five
categories, namely general environmental management, input, process, output, and
In addition, various quantitative models have been established to assist with
environmental performance evaluation. Junge/al. (2001) proposed. framework called
HGScore" to evaluate corporate environmental performance based on voluntary
environment,health,andsafety(EHS)reportsbyaggregatingthepoints of live categories
of measurement. Shen e/ al. (2005) suggested calculations of the environmental
perfonnance score through an infonnation technology supported program. Hemlannetal
(2007) proposed an evaluation approach that combines life cycle assessment, multi-
criteria analysis and environmental performance indicators. Data envelopment analysis
(DEA), a well-established nonparametric methodology for evaluating the relative
efliciency ofa set of comparable entities with multiple inputs and outputs, was applied to
develop perfomlance evaluation models (Zhou e/ al., 2008). Based on fuzzy multiple
attribute analysis, Nasiri & Huang (2008) developed a decision aid model for
environmental performance assessment in waste recycling.
Several frameworks that provide lists of environmental indicators were developed
(Veleva e/al., 2000; Azapagic& Perdan, 2000; Krajnc & G1avic, 2003), but these lists
give limited insight into how these indicators can be used for different cases to more
precisely assess environmental performance. Moreover, no frameworkisapplicableasa
whole to evaluate environmental perfonnance(Veleva& Ellenbecker, 2001 ).
This chapter presents an approach which employs quality function deployment (QFD) as
a tool to identify key indicators and evaluateenvironmenlal performance.Moreover,the
rough set theory is suggested to handle uncertain infonnation in QFD analysis. The
proposed approach identifies and establishesspecilic indicators 0 nacase-by-case basis to
evaluate environmental performance more accurately. To the authors' knowledge this is
the first application of rough set theory in QFD analysis that has been used for the
evaluation of the environmental performance.
6.2 QUALITY FUNCTIO DEPLOYME T (QFD)
QFD was originally developed in 1972 at Mitsubishi as a systematic approach for
identifying the product feathers that strongly contribute to product quality(Akao, 1990).
QFD aims to translate customer requirements into engineering characteristics, process
specifications. and production requirements in sequence. This translation requires a series
of matrices or houses in four phases ofa conventional QFD as given in Figure 6.1.
Through these four phases, customer requirements are systematically cascaded into the
design, process, and production of the product (Zhang el al., 1999). However, traditional
QFD has some limitations (Law & Hua, 2007):
(I) Idcntitication of customer requirements is not systematic and ambiguous;and
(2) The engineering characteristics ofa complex product/process cannol be easily
Figure 6.1 FourphasesofaconventionalQFD(Bossert, 1991)
The House of Quality (HoQ) is the most important tenet of QFD. Figure 6.2 gives a
standardstructureofHoQ,whichconsistsofthefollowingsixelements(Bossert, 1991)
(I) Clistomerreqllirements(lVHATs)organizedintoproperclassifications is one of
the most significant contributions that QFD can make to the successful
development ofa product or production process;
(2) Planning mOlrix usually contains the information regarding the relative
importance of customer requirements and the customer's satisfaction levels with
the organization's current operation;
(3) Technical or engineering characteristics (HaWs) corresponding to the customer
requirements are identified by translating qualitative requirements into
measurable quantitative characteristics;
(4) Relationship matrix indicates the extent to which each HOW affects the
(5) Correlation matrix presents the interdepcndencies among HaWs to capture the
trade-offs between various engineering parameters;
(6) Technical characteristic importance rankings (the priorities of the HaWs)
provide information for the innovative design ofa new product or system
~
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Figure 6.2 House of Quality (HoQ) (Bergquist & Abeysekera, 1996)
Since QFD was originally proposed, it has been applied to a variety of fields, among
which production development and quality management are the two most popular (Chan
& Wu, 2002). Apart from these, QFD has also been used to form a customer or market
driven decision-making and management process. Published examples include selecting
design options (Cook & Wu, 2001), detennining improvement priorities (Barad & Oien,
2001), and deciding facility locations (Chuang, 2001). Moreover, some studies have
proposed Eco-QFD approaches for environmentally conscious manufacturing by
integrating life cycle assessment (LCA) and life cycle costing (LCC) into QFD (Zhang el
01.,1999); for environmental improvement analysis of selected techniques (Halog el 01.,
2001); to develop a sustainable fishing neel by combining environmental issues with
slakeholderrequirements (Utne, 2009); to ensure sustainableproducldesign(Vinodh&
Rathod, 2010), and to analyze environmental production requirements using QFD and
analytic network processes (ANP) (Lin el 01., 2010). However, no papers have yet
proposed the application ofQFD for evaluating environmental perfonnance.
6.3 HANDLING UNCERTAI TIES I QFD
The successful implementation of QFD requires a number of subjective perceptions and
judgements achieved through surveys and questionnaires. As a result, uncertain
infonnation becomes inevitable and an inherent part ofQFDanalysis. There are three
major types of uncertainties that can be encountered in the analysis:
(I) Vague descriptions, e.g., strong relationship, low importance;
(2) Inconsistent infonnation, e.g., differences in the opinionsofdifferentexpcrtsor
customers on the same issue;
(3) Incomplele or missing information, e.g., infonnation is missing when an expert
cannot decide the relative importance of technical requirements or cannot
provide any infonnation about such assessments.
Conventional mathematical logic is incapable of handling these uncertainties. In this
respect, a significant number of studies on quantitative approaches to deal with uncertain
infonnation in QFD have been conducted. Fuzzy set theory (Zadeh, 1965) has been
widely used inQFD in various areas to translate vague descriptions into fuzzy numbers
that can be manipulated through fuzzy opcrators (Chan etal., 1999; Bevilacqua et al.,
2006; Chen etal., 2006; Zhang & Chu, 2009). Rough set theory, first introduced by
Pawlak (1982), is another generalization of classical seltheory for handling vagueness
and uncertainty. Recent studies (Zhai el al., 2009; Li etal., 2009) show that rough set
theory provides an effective 1001 for dealing with inconsistency in QFD analysis. The
Dempster-Shafer theory of evidence (Shafer, 1967) has been recently applied in QFDto
model incomplele infonnation using abeliefslTUcture such as {(0-9, 100%)} (Chin et al.,
2009). Table 6.1 summarizes lhe advantages and disadvantages oflhe above-menlioned
methods lhat are used to handle uncertainties in QFD
Table 6.1 Proposed methods in the literature to handle uncertainties inQFDanalysis
mayafTect QFD analysis
(D) Unable to model missinginfonnation
(A)EfTectivelydealswithmissinginfonnation
(D) Algorithm is relalively complicated and the
computational re9uirement is Iremendous
In our proposed approach, rough set theory is selected to deal with uncertaininformation
due 10 the following reasons:
(I) Rough sets are also capable of approximating vague descriptionsby means of the
boundaryregionofaset;
(2) The subjective selection of membership functions is avoided;
(3) Data availability is very limited for the leaming or training process to generate
and adjust membership functions objectively, for example, through neural
networks;
(4) Fuzzy sets alone cannot handle inconsistent information;
(5) Compared to evidence theory, the computational process is lesscomplicated
The basics of rough set theory have been discussed in Section 5.3. Based on the basic
notions of rough sels, Zhai el al. (2009) proposed a novel concept of rough numbers
along with their arithmetic operations to handle uncertain infomlation in QFD. The
outiineofthisconceptiselaboratedinFigure5.2.lnthestudybyZhaielal.(2009),the
illustrated concept proved to be robust enough to handle vague and inconsistent
information; however, the authors ignored another type of uncertainty,i.e.incompleteor
missing information. In order to make this concept also capable 0 faddressingmissing
information in QFD, steps to implement it are proposed in Figure 6.3. The reason why the
information is missing is that a decision maker is unable to select a suitable value from a
set of assessment scales (e.g., 9-poinl assessment scale: I, very low; 3, low; 5, moderate;
7, high; 9, very high), which indicates either one in this set ispossible to express his or
her opinion. Therefore, the missing information (null value) can be modeled using an
interval covering the whole region of the sel of the assessment scaIe, for example 1-9.
Another simple method of addressing missing data is mean substitution, which is
accomplished by estimating missing values by using the mean of the available values
However, this is nol suitable in QFD because the data size available for analysis is
usually very small
Figure 6.3 The proposed procedure to implement the concept of rough numbers in QFD
6.4 THE PROPOSED METHODOLOGY
In this study, an approach is proposed which describes a QFD-based process for
evaluating environmental performance based on the identified key indicators (i.e.,
indicators that can represent the environmental performance of a system from the
decision makers' perspectives). The proposed approach (Figure 6.4) consists of two
major stages. Stage ! consists of six houses that are used to identify·
(I) Pelformonce indicators that provide information about the environmental
performance of the operations within an organiz3tion and lhe managementefforts
to influencc the organization's environmental performance; and
(2) Condition indica/orsthat describe the direct impacts on the environmentandthe
status of regulatory compliance.
The identified indicators are used in the House of Environmental Performance Evaluation
(HoEPE) at Stage TI to compute the environmental performance indices for the operations,
based on which decision makers can determine whether improved performance has been
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Figure 6.4 QFD approach for environmental perfonnanceevalualion
6.4.1 STAGE 1- IDENTIFICATION OF KEY I DICATORS
Stage I aims to identify the key indicators. First,anovel scheme that identifies the key
environmentalperfonnanceindicatorsneedstobeproposed'
(I) Describe the environmental requirements within a system boundary, e.g., the
environmental policy and objectives ofan EMS within an offshore platform;
(2) Determine favorable outcomes that are aligned with these requirements, i.e.,
favorable performance and conditions;
(3) Identify activities or issues that must be implemented to reach favourable
outcomes, i.e., activities or issues associated with operational and management
perfonnance, environmental condition, and compliance condition;
(4) Search for ways of measuring or monitoring the activities and issues; Warren &
Craig (1996) proposed two general categories:
a) Quantitative measures that refer to traditional means of measuring the amount
of pollution discharged into thecnvironment; and
b)Descriptivemeaslires that provide an indication of the quality of the system
and whether progress has been achieved, but do not quantify the degree of
progress in tenns of environmental impacts
(5) Generate a list of key indicators based on identified measures
QFD is preferred to be used as a planning tool that implements the above scheme due to
the following reasons:
(I) Through a series of interactive matrices, QFD is robust enough to address the
prioritization considering all relevant issues and ensure thatthe key indicators
can be identified; and
(2) QFD gives proper consideration to the requirementsofa system and deploys
them throughout the identification process (Figure 6.4)
Since ISO 14031 classifies environmental performance indicators into two general
categories (i.e., performance and condition indicators), two parallelseriesofhouseshave
been designed to identify the indicators (as shown in Figure 6.4):
(I) HousesA-l,2,3forperformanceindicators;and
(2) HousesB-I,2,3forconditionindicators.
Figure 6.5 gives a general structure of the six houses at Stage I (in Figure 6.4). The major
components of this house are described in detail as follows
o o o
Figure 6.5 General slruclure oflhe houses at Stage I
Perceptions of the importance of the WHATs in Houses A-I and B-1 (in Figure 6.4) can
be solicited from decision makers and represented in the fonnofan information table
Based on this, rough numbers are calculated using the method presented in Section 5.3
For illustrative purposes, suppose some opinions expressed bythreedecisionmakersfor
a pollution prevention program within an office building are given in Table 6.2. This
evaluation was conducted using the "9-point" assessment scale for importance. The rough
numbers for the classes concerning the importance scale were calell lated and are given in
Table 6.3. For example, the rough numbers of "class T' (shaded value in Table 6.2) can
Iim(7)=(R(C,)+R(C,)+R(C,»/3=(7+9+9)/3=8
Roughnumber:RN(7)~[lli!!(7),ji;(7)l~[7,8]

Table 6.3 Quantification of the evaluations on WHATs using rough numbers
Decision makers (DM)
OM I DM2 OMJ
A method is proposed to aggregate the individual evaluations into group consensus:
where W, denotes the weight of WHATs, n is the number of decision makers, and lRJ
denotes the importance ratings of each WHAT determined by the/' decision maker and
quantified into rough numbers.
Using Equation I,theindividuai evaluations in the previous example can be aggregated:
WI=«(7,8]+[8,9]+[8,9])13~[8,91
W]=([6,71+[5,6]+[6,7])13~[6,71
Moreover, the weights of WHATs in Houses A-2, A-3, B-2, and B-3 are the importance
of the key HOWs direetly obtained from the previous houses (as giveninFigure6.4).For
example, the weights of WHATs in House A-2 are the importance of the key HOWs in
RELATIONSHIP MATRIX
The relationship matrix describes the degree of impact of each HOW on the
satisfaction/achievement of each WHAT in Houses A-I, A-2, B-1, and B-2. For example,
the favourable performances (HOWs in House A-I) ean generally be an efficientuseof
energy, material, and water, small quantity of emissionsleffiuentlwaste with less
hazardous compositions. safe transport, low cost, etc. In Houses A-3 and B-3, the
relationship matrix describes the degree of importance of each ·:HOW" in representing
the status or performance of each "WHAT'
Following the previous example, for instance, decision makers' evaluations on the
relationship between HOWs and WHATs are given in Table 6.4. The so called null value
is used to indicate the missing information in this table. The rough numbers were
calculated through the proposed procedure (Figure 6.3) and summarized in Table 6.5. For
example, the shaded numbers in Table 6.4 were treated in the following way to achieve a
single rough number:
Nullvalue(NV)~ 1-9
(1) Substitute I for"*" and caiculate the rough numbers
RNm;, (7) = [4,8]; RNm;,(I) ~ [1,6]; RNm;,(9) = [6,9]
(2) Substitute 9 for "*" and calculate the rough numbers
RNmax(7)~[7,8];RNmax(9)=[8,9];RNmax(9)=[8,9]
(3) RN(7) = [4,8]-[7,8]"'[(4+7)/2,(8+8)/2]= [6,8]
RN(*)'" [5,8]
RN(9)"'[7,9]
(4) Aggregation (group consensus)
RN= [(6+5+7)/3,(8+8+9)/3] = [6, 8]
Table 6.4 Deeision makers' evaluations on the relationship between HOWs and WHATs
Environmental requiremen1s- WHATs (W/) Favorable Performances - HOWs
Environmental dcgradalion is
reduced at ilS source (W,)
Resources are rCllsed or recycled
within lheoffice buiJding(W;)
Table 6.5 WHAT-HOW relationships represented by rough numbers
FavorablePerrormances-HOWslH)
Before prioritizing the HOWs, their correlations need to be definedinordertoadjustthe
relationship matrix between WHATs and HOWs. Chin el at. (2009) proposed a way to
incorporate the impact of correlations into the relationship matrix using the following
where R;denotes the adjusted relationship between the i th WHATand/h HOW, m is the
number of WHATs, and n is the number of HOWs; r~ denotes the correlations between
the JCh and the/h HOWs. R;, R., and r~ are in rough numbers.
Following the example, Table 6.6 provides information on the correlations between
HOWs. Based on Table 6.6, rough numbers were calculated and given in Table 6.7. Then,
the adjusted relationship matrix can be calculated as given in Table6.8.Theshadedvalue
in Table 6.5 was adjusted in the following way:
=[6,8]*[9,9]+[6,7]*[0,0)+[8,9]*[1,2]
~[62,90)
EnergyconserV81ion Paper use reduction
Table 6.7 Correlations between HOWs represented by rough numbers
Table 6.8 WHAT-HOW relationships considering the correlations of HaWs
FavorablePerformances-HOWslH)
Environmentaldegradalionisreducedatitssource [62.901 [54.631 178.971
The HaWs are prioritized according to their importance. Thc importance ratings are
calculated through the following two steps:
(I) Aggregation
where I'; denotes the importance of the /" HOW before nomnalization, W, is the wcight
of the i'" WHAT, R>s the adjusted relationship between the i'" WHAT and the/" HOW,
(2) Normalization
IJ=[(I;")/.~f~:p;"')UX100'(Ir)U~/£:p;",)/.XlOO1. iandj=l,
where I
J
denotes the importance of the /h HOW, Ur{ and U;")" are the lower and
upper limits of the importance ofthej'" HOW before nomnalization, respectively, and n is
the number of HaWs. This equation aims to nomnalize the numbers into a scale of 100
insteadofl to avoid narrowing the variance of the importance values.
Still following the previous example, the importance of HaWs was achieved and is given
in Table 6.9. Forexannple, ',(theimportanceofenergyconservation)wascalculated
':"=[8,9] x [62,90]+[6,7] x [44,63]=[760, 1251]
" =[760+(I~~~+1510) XIOO'1251+i~LI308) xIOO]= [23, 40]
Table 6.9 lmportance(in tennsofrough numbers) of HOWs
Fa~'orablePerformances-HOWs(HJ
Imporlance before normalizalion (t;-)
ImporlanceofllOWs(li) [23,40J [19,331 [37,521
Table 6.9 indicates that energy conservation and paper use reduction are the two critical
perfonnancesthat will be analyzed in the next house. The above illustrates the calculation
procedure in !'!ouse A-I. This procedure necds to be iterated in HousesA-2 and A·3 to
obtain the perfonnance indicators. Table 6.10 gives some examplesofHOWs that can be
used in House A-2. Through the analysis, critical operationalandmanagementactivities
indicates that the double·sided printing and pcrforming routine anal ysisonimplemcnted
energysavingopportunitiesarethccriticalactivities,Table6.llgivesthepotential
"percentage of paper use reduction on a monthly basis (%)" and "number ofimplcmented
energy saving opportunities(#/year)"arcofgreatcr importance than the others, then these
two measures will be used as performance indicators at Stage n
Monitoringlheimplementalion
of facility wide double-sided
printing or copying policy
Using blank side of used paper Performing routine identification
of opportunities to reuse paper
and paper products
Table 6.1 I Examples ofHOWs in HOllseA-3
Double-sidedprinting Percenlageof
paper use
reduction
comparedtothe5
years'average
(%)
Number of signs
~ef~~n~~~e~s~~~~le
pnntlng
(#/office)
Percentage of
people among
::~~or::~u~~~
double sided
printing (0/0)
By implementing the above-described methods, key performance and condition
indicators could be obtained to proceed with the environmental performance evaluation at
the next stage. The proposed methodology provides a systematic process to transform
qualitativerequirementsintoquantitativeindicators.ltcontributes to easier identification
6.4.2 STAGE 11- ENVIRONMENTAL PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
The objective of this stage is to evaluate the environmental performance of current
operalionsand historical operations based on lhe indicatorslhat have been identified at
Stage I. Figure 6.6 presents the House of Environmental Performance Evaluation
(HoEPE) designed for this purpose. The components of the house are described as
Correlation
Matrix
Figure 6.6 House of Environmental Performance Evaluation (HoEPEl
The weights of indicators are crisp numbers that are calculated by averaging the upper
and lower limits of the rough numbers representing the importance of key HOWs in
Houses A-3 and B-3. For instance, For instance, using the importance value [37, 52]
found inTable6.9,the weight will be (37+52)/2=45
SATISFACTJO DEGREE (SD;j)
when a greater value indicates a benerperformance/condition (posi tivedevelopment);
SDy = min(M",~:" ... ,M",) ,(i=i,2, ... ,kandj=i.2•...• n)
when a smaller value indicatcs a bctterperformance/condition (negativedevelopment);
where Mij is the measured value ofthe/h indicator in the;th operation; n is the number of
indicators; and k is the number of operations to be evaluated. No mattcrwhetherit isa
positive or negative development, the increase of the SD always reflects improvcd
environmental performance, and vice versa. For example, if the average percentages of
paper use reductionona monthly basis (positive development) in theyears 20JO, 2009,
and 2008 are 30%,20%, and 25%, respectively, thenSDy values for these threeyearsare:
SDII = max(2~~25,30) = I, SD2I = max(2~~25,30) = 0.7. and SD3I = maX(2~~25,30) = 0.8
If the monthly avcrage of oil and grease content in ambient water at I km away from the
platform in the years 2010, 2009,and 2008 are 5 ppm, 7ppm, and 9 ppm, respectively,
thenSDijvaluesare:
SD
II
= min(~,7,9) =1,SD
lI
= min(~,7,9) =0.7, andSD
lI
= min(~,7,9) =0.6
Correlations are directly achieved from Houses A-3 and B-3. Before aggregating the
SDijs, it is not necessary to adjust them using the correlation matrix again due to the
following reasons
(I) Weights of the indicators are calculated considering the correlat ions among the
performance and condition indicators, respectively; and
(2) The perforrnance and condition indices are calculated independentlY
wherePl;istheperfonnanceindexofthei'hoperation.CI;istheconditionindcxoftheith
operation. EPliistheenvironmental performance index of the i1hoperation; An EPI has
no value if it is not measured over time. SD; and SD~ are the satisfaction degrees of the
/h performance and condition indicator in the ilhoperation, respectively.~PandW)care
theweightsofthe/"perfonnanceandconditionindicator,respectively.kisthenumber
of performance indicators. I is the number of condition indicators, andnisthenumberof
operations 10 be evaluated. Forinslance,basedonTable6.12,lheindices were calculated
using Equations 6.7, 6.8, and 6.9: PI = 0.9x I7+lx20+0.7 x22= 51; CI =
Ix24+O.6xI7+0.5xI4~41;EPI=51+41=92.
Table6.12 Assumed satisfactian degrees and weights afindicatars
Analyzing calculated indices and the other achieved results, decision makers will be able
to determine whether environmental performance is improved and they may identify
areas where potential improvements can be made.
6.5 A CASE STUDY
Considering an offshore operator needs to evaluate the environmentalperformanceofits
operations in the years 2008, 2009, and 2010. Duringthesethreeyears, an environmental
management system (EMS) has been implemented to manage all activities that give rise
to environmental impacts. The two unique features of this system arc-
(I) Pollution prevention (P2) rather than pollution control and mitigat ion options are
routinely identified, evaluated, and implemented throughout the operation; and
(2) All the environmental protection options are evaluated based on a minimum
environmental risk and the selected options are properly implemented
To assist with the environmental performance evaluation in the above case, the proposed
approach was implemented following the steps given in Figure 6.7. This is relatively
straightforward to carry out on a Microsoft Excel worksheet. W,andWlinbothHouses
A-I and S-I (in Figure 6.4) are the above-mentioned two features of the EMS. The
authors are the decision makers who made the required evaluations in this case study.
/~/
~\
\
Figure6.7lmplemenlationprocedureofthenumericalapplication
Table6.13summarizesthedecisionmakers'evaluationsrequiredfortheanalysisandthe
results at steps 1,2,and3 in Figure6.7.H,toHaofHouseA-3 in Table 6.13 are listed as
follows and they were used as performance indicators (P, toP,):
(I) H,-percentageofachieved documented environmental objectivesortargets(%);
(2) H, - number of employees who participated in an environmental training program
versus the number that need training (ratio);
(3) H, - number ofenvironmental improvement suggestions from employees;
(4) Hrsavingsachieved through reductions in resource usage, contr01 of pollution or
wastes ($/yr);
(5) H, - research and development funds applied to environmental improvement
projects with great signilicance;
(6) fh - number of advanced drilling tools implemented to enable operation to
penetrate precise targets;
(7) H7-percentageofsynthetic based tluids(SBFs) usage in the totaI consumption of
drilling tluids (%/yr);
(8) Ha- reduction of produced water discharge compared to a 3-year average (in
2005-2007) (%Iyr).
Table 6.13 Inputs and results in the identification of performance indieators
Decision makers' evaluations
WeightsofWHATs
W, 9,7,9
W, 7,7,9
W, [8,9J
W, [7,8J
HI H] Hj H4 HI H} H) HJ
9,7,9 9,9,7 7,5,7 7,7,9 ~ W, [8,9J [8,9] [6,7J [7,8]
5,3,' 9,9,7 9,9,9 7,7,9 W, [3,6] [8,9] [9,9J [7,8J
HI H] f/J
H, 9,9,97,7,50,0,0
Z; ~:~:~ ~:~:~ ~:~:~
H, 7,9,79,9,77,7,9
H,
;:::~ ~
7,7,9
9,9,9
H, H} HJ HI
[9,9J [6,7J [O,OJ [7,8J
[6,7J [9,9J [O,OJ [8,9J
[O,OJ [O,OJ [9,9] [7,8J
[7,8J [8,9J [7,8J [9,9J
HJ HJ
[13,23J[27,42J
H,.ndH,willlenlerHouseA-2asW,'nlIW,
H, H6 H7 HIl
[9,26J [8,23] [9,26J [5,20J
Table 6.14 gives the evaluations and results at steps 4, 5,6 in Figure 6.7. HI toH,of
House B-3 in Table 6.14 are listed as follows and HI, H2, and H, were used as condition
indicators(C,toCl)
(I) f!J - monthly average of oil and grease content in ambient water at 1 \un away
from the platform (ppm);
(2) H2-monthlyaverageofthe concentration of benzopyrene in the ambientwaterat
I \un away ITom the platform (ppm);
(3) H,-numberofnon-compliance;
(4) H,-numberofauditson regulatory compliance.
Both H, and H, can be used to represent the performance with respect to regulatory
compliance. In this case, only H3 is selected to be the indicator due to its greater
T.ble6.141nputsandresultsintheidentifie.tionofeonditionindie.tors
Decision makers' evaluations
weightsOflYHAT
w
/ 9,7,9
IV, 7,7,9
Relalionshipmalrix
HI H] H}
:~; ~:~:; ~:~:; ;:~:;
H, H] HJ
H, 9,9,90,0,07,7,5
Z; ~:~:~ ~:~:~ ;:;:~
H,
[29,55J
HJandH,wilienler~louseB-2asW'/andlV,
1V, [8,9J
IV, [7,8J
H, H] H j
1V, [2,3J [2,3J [3,5J
IV, [3,4J [3,4J [5,6J
H, H] H)
H, [9,9J[O,OJ[6,7J
H, [O,OJI9,9J[6,7J
H, [6,7J [6,7J [9,9J
ffll..l:£.inHouseB-I:II,-Lowcontaminonlconcentralionsinambientair;1JrLowcontaminant
concentrotionsinambienrwater;IlJ -Highdegreeo!regulolorycomp!iance.
In Tables6.J3 and 6.14, H;sofHouses A-I and B-1 are favorable outcomes that are
aligned with the environmental requirements (i.e., two features of the EMS in this case
study); and H,s of Houses A-2 and B-2 are the activities or issues that must be
implemented to reach these favorable outcomes.
Table 6.15 and 6.16 summarize the inputs and results in HoEPE. Based on the results,
Figure 6.8 was developed. Figure 6.8 presents an improving trend of the environmental
performance, which indicates that better environmental pcrfonnancehas been achieved
by implementing the EMS. The average ofEPls (the acceptable line in Figure 6.8) can be
used 10 determine whether the outcomes of the EMS are acceptable or nol. Since this
applicalion is based on a hypothetical case, the results should notbe interpreted as an
accurate depiction of any specific 000 operation. However, the example demonstrates
how the proposed methodology can be realized in practice.
Table6.ISlnpUlsofHoEPE
Daraforcalculating 2010
satisfaction degrees
--:w;;;------:;;;;;;--=---':;;;--;-;=n~;;--:;---;;:;-~;;--:;-----;--

Figure 6.8 Comparisons ofenvirorunental performances
Chapter 7
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDAnONS
This chapter provides conclusions based on the proposed EMS framework (RP2EMS)
and the developed methodologies. A statement of originality of this research is also
presented. Recommendations for future research directions are discussed at the end of
this chapter
This research was conducted by adopting a new EMS to support environmental
management in OOG operations. The following are the major conclusions of this
(1) A new EMS framework that integrates paradigms of P2 and risk-informed
decision-making was developed in Chapter 3. As a preferred approach for
environmental protection, P2 is integrated with a conventional EMS framework
This integration helps to implement environmental management from a more
holistic perspective. Effort and cost that are needed to develop waste treatment
systems can be reduced. The paradigm of risk-informed decision-making is
coupled with P2 in the proposed framework. Risk assessments need to be carried
out for each option developed to deal with the identifiedsignificant environmental
issues. Based on the calculated risks and other attributes, better options can be
selected using a certain decision-making method. To facilitate implementation of
this framework, quantitative approaches were developed. This proposed EMS
framework eliminates the major limitations of conventional EMS frameworks:
(a) Quantitative approaches are established to convey and interpret
infonnation for decision-making inan EMS;
(b) Methodology for environmental performance evaluation is developed to
estimate improvement;
(c) P2 is integrated with the conventional EMS framework to achieve better
sustainability;
(d) All of the developed quantitative tools are proposed to be made into a
comprehensive software package to reduce the burden of extensive
(2) A methodology for the prioritization of environmental issues was developed in
Chapter 4. Integrating a fuzzy inference system (F1S) with a fuzzy analytic
hierarchy process (FAHP), the proposed approach enables thedecis ion makers to
account for the impacts of uncertainty in detennining the overall priority
Additionally, by implementing FIS at the lower levels of the analytic hierarchy,
thecomputationissimplified,theproblemofconsistencyisresolvedandadding
ordeletingcriteriainthehierarchybecomeseasytooperateinthealgorithm;lhus,
the limitations of the conventional fuzzyAHP methods are eliminated. Finally,
the prioritization of environmental issues is performed in tennsofenvironmental
risks. These features make this approach robust for prioritization of the
environmental issues in OOG operations. This is validated through a hypothetical
case study to prioritize eleven environmental issues
(3) A methodology for risk-informed decision-making was developed in Chapter 5.
Game theory is coupled with rough set theory to structure this proposed approach
The strength of this approach is that it incorporates game theory to model
decision-making bydifTerent groups of players with connicting preferences on
decision criteria. A multi-criteria game that has three categories of criteria (i.e.,
costs, environmental risks, and technical feasibility) was established. It was
solved using the generalized maximin solution concept. Additionally, uncertain
qualitative and quantitative data in the game are transformed into rough numbers
using rough set theory. The proposed approach has been successfulJy appJiedtoa
hypothetical case study on selection of the managemcnt scenario of drilJing
wastes. The case study demonstrated that this approach is capable of handling
environmental decision problems that involve conflicting objectives or criteria,
imprecisedata,andinterdependencybetweengroupsofdecision-makees.
(4) An environmental performance evaluation (EPE) methodology was developed in
Chapter 6. EPE is essential for monitoring the improvements that an EMS has
brought to OOG operations. Adopting QFD to implement a novel scheme to
identify the specific indicators on a case-by-case basis, the proposedapproach
provides a transparent process for EPE. Moreover, rough set theory was
integrated in the approach to account for the impacts of incomplete and vague
information in the evaluation process. The applicability of this approach was
demonstrated through assessment of environmental performance of 000
operations in three consecutive years. This case study shows that the proposed
approach enables one to generate case-specific indicators to more accurately
measure environmental performance.
The original contribution of the present research can be viewed from the following
perspectives·
(I) Integration of EMS with paradigms of pollution prevention (P2) and risk-
informed decision-making (RIDM) for more effective environmental management
in 000 operations;
(2) Development of a hybrid approach for prioritization which intcgrates fuzzy
inference system (FIS) and fuzzy analytic hierarch process (FAHP) for the first
time and eliminates the limitations of FAHP;
(3) Development ofa new approach which incorporates game theory in conjunction
with rough set theory for the first time to handle interactive environmental
decision-makingwithimprecisedata~
(4) Introduction of a new concept of using quality function deployment (QFD)
coupJed with rough set theory to identify specific environmental indicators an a
case-by-casebasis.
RECOMMENDAnONS
The following recommendations are provided for future research:
(I) The proposed approach for prioritization of environmental issues adopts fuzzy
numbers to model uncertainty. The prospect to use fuzzy numbers to integrate
richer inforrnation should be studied in future research. Forinstanee, it is possible
that the widths of the triangular fuzzy numbers (TFNs) adopted in this study can
be used to renect the degree of certainty of the assessment. Lastly, a proper way
tochecktheconsistencyoftheproposedapproachmayalsoneedtobedeveloped
(2) An integration of game theory, rough set, and analytic hierarchyprocess(AHP),a
comprehensive framework for multi-criteria decision-making (MeDA), is also
worth studying in the future. Also the problem that how rough numbers can be
properly compared should be further examined
(3) Although multiplicative preference relations (e.g., high-9) with rough set theory
handle the uncertainty well in the proposed approach for environmental
perforrnanceevaluation, the prospect to use fuzzy preferencerelations with rough
sets in QFD is an area worthy of further study. A problem also exists in ensuring
thattheindicatorsmeasurewhattheyareintendedtomeasure.Futureresearchis
needed to reduce this uncertainty in the proposed approach
(4) The developed quantitative approaches are suggested to be integrated in one
common platform for easier implementation of RP2EMS
(5) Duetoa lack of practical data, all of the proposed quantitative approacheswere
validated through hypothetical cases. Further validation ona real-world case is
required as future work when data is obtained
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APPENDICES
Appendix I: QUESTIONNAIRE ON ENVIRONMENTAL RISKS CAUSED BY
MAJOR CATEGORIES OF WASTE STREAMS IN OFFSHORE OIL AND GAS
OPERATIONS
Answer the following questions by assigning a score [0-100] to assess the subjects listed
below, where 0 represents "least significant" and 100 represents the "most significant".
A.RisktoMarineEco-system
Risk parameters Sub- parameters Waste streams Score E 10,1001
Consequence Severity -c~-:~Io--"i:::'-h:;-"--i~e-em-'-isso-ion------
Physical disturbance (noise, light)
Living waste
Accidental pollution
~:~;raphical ~~~l~::h:;i~:mission
Physical disturbance (noise, light)
Living waste
Accidental pollution
Drilling waste
Atmospheric emission
Physical disturbance (noise, light)
Living waste
Accidenlalpollution
Likelihood of Exposure Drilling waste
Occurrence ---;"A-ctm--"osp7-he-.,--ric-em.,-iss-,-ion------
Physical disturbance (noise, light)
Living waste
Accidental pollution
Toxicity -c~_~~o--"i:::'-h:-"--;i~e-em-'-isso-ion------
Physical disturbance (noise, light)
Living waste
Accidemalpollution
,
Riskparameters Sub-parameters Waste streams ScorcelO,lOOI
Consequence Severity -""~_~~o---,i::':-~;~-:-i:e-em"'-iss"-ion------
Physical disturbance (noise, light)
Living waste
Accidental pollution
~:~;raphical -""~_~~o---,i:::'-h\;;-:-i~e-em"'-iss"-ion------
Physicaldisturbance(noise,lighl)
Living waste
Accidental pollution
Drilling waste
Atmospheric emission
Physical disturbance (noise, light)
Living waste
Accidentalpollulion
~~:~~~~~eof Exposure --:-~-""~~o----,i::';-~;-:-;i~e-em"'-iss-;-ion------
Physical dislurbance (noisc, light)
Living waste
Accidenlalpollulion
Toxicity -""~-:o----,i::':-h:~-:-i:e-em"'-iss-;-ion------
Physical dislurbance(noise, light)
Living waste
Accidenlalpollulion
C.RisktoClimateChange
Riskparameters Sub-parameters Waste streams ScoreelO,JOOI
Consequence Severity -'-~_;~o--,i~:':-h::-'---i~e-emC-Cissi'---on------
Physicaldisturbance(noise,iight)
Living waste
Accidental pollution
Geographical --=D.:.:..:;rill~ingo,..:w=ast-=-e..,.-,--- _
scale Atmospheric emission
Physicai disturbance (noise, light)
Living waste
Accidental pollution
Drilling waste
Atmospheric emission
Physical disturbance (noisc, iight)
Living waste
Accidentaipollution
~~:~~~~:eof Exposure _~_;~i--'~~:':-:;:-'---i:te-emC-Cissi'---on------
Physicaldisturbance(noise,iight)
Living waste
Accidental pollution
Mechanism -,-~_~~lo--,i~:':-h:~-'---i:e-emC-Cissi'---on------
Physicaldisturbance(noise,light)
Living waste
Accidcntalpollution
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